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UNDEVELOPED OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPECIAL LIBRARIES
BY MARYLOUISE
ALEXANDER,
Director
Bibliographical Planning Committee, Philadelphia
FIRST GENE'RAL SESSION

W

HEN I was invited t o make the "keynote address," I knew that was far too
pretentious a title for what I would
have t o say today. Instead, I should like to
consider certain library problems and to make a
few suggestions that all of us might do to improve our service to our clientele and our communities. I was chosen probably because of the
unique opportunity I have had for the past year
to study the library facilities and needs of a
great metropolitan center and t o help suggest a
plan lor integrating library resources so as to
give better service t o the community.
I wish there were time to tell you in detail
about this library project in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia was, of course, the center of culture in the early days and i t might claim to have
been the cradle of the library profession. The
Library Company which Benjamin Franklin
founded in 1731 was the first subscription library in the country. The Junto, which Franklin
had organized in 1727 as a "group for mutual
improvement," later became the famous American Philosophical Society which still has one of
the finest libraries in the country. In 1740
Beniamin Franklin founded a school which later
grew into the University of Pennsylvania, and
the Library in that University with its many
special collecrians and departments is now a
great treasure-house serving Philadelphia and
scholars everywhere. Other important libraries,
still in existence, were started in those early
years in Philadelphia.
This third largest city in the United Srates
now has more than 200 individual libraries. It
has particularly strong college and university
libraries and famous collections in the fields of
history, religion, medicine, music and law.

About four years ago
Philadelphia beean to
u
pioneer in library work by organizing a union
library catalogue.
- This was one of the earliest of
the regional catalogues and is now the largest,
containing nearly four million cards and covering the holdings of 150 libraries. It is faced with
the problem of finding a permanent home and
of developing new services to the community a t
a time when the University of Pennsylvania is
planning for a new library building. The University offered t o house that Catalogue and t o
develop a bibliographical center for the community, when i t is known what is needed. This
idea for a research center interested the Carnegie
Corporation of New York sufficiently for it t o
appropriate $20,000 to make a survey and a
plan, and our Bibliographical Planning Committee has worked more than a year collecting
valuable information. A report will later be
printed and available to everyone interested.
I, personally, have been in 60 libraries in the
last ;.ear and have conducted a series of conferences with groups of librarians chosen according
t o their subject interest. We have surveyed the
important library literature lor the past ten
years covering the field of cooperative experiments, and what I have to say today is based on
this year's work. While our emphasis has been
on local problems, I believe that Philadelphia is
typical enough of other large cities, so that the
findings will be of interest t o librarians everywhere.
I am assuming that the majority of you here
today are in about the same siruation that I
was, when I began work in Philadelphia. I had
been interested in one field of library work and
in one company. I had kept closely in touch
with the Special Libraries Associarian, but I

had not been particularly conscious of developments or trends in the library profession as a
whole. I have come to believe that this independence or isolation, this lackof personal interest or obligation on the part of librarians, is one
very r e d reason why rhere has not been greater
progress in the library profession. I wonder if
most af you agree wirb me that there have
been sadly few constructive changes in the
library world in the last twenty-five years? Is
that not strange when so much is happening in
the world and libraries are supposed to reflect
and serve all interests? When I ask people ro
name what they consider the important library
developments, I get various answers. One answer is the use of microphorography. But this
has not yet affected a sufficient number af libraries to have made any great change in our
work. Others answer rhe growth of union library catalogues. But again too few of these
have yet been organized in the United States.
Some people mention regional planning.
I like to think that the whole special library
movement may be the most vital developmenr.
Certainly this is the age of specialization, but
the large general libraries either have been
unable or unwilling to recognize trends and to
adapt themselves to present conditions. Out
contribution is practical service and the supplying of specialized information. We specialize
not somuch in suhjectmatrer, perhaps, as in the
type of materials which we, more than other
librarians, have learned so well to organize and
put t o work. I refer, of course, to the ephemeral
materials, dacumenrs, reports and clippings.
\Ve have pioneered, too, in our techniques, not
in the application of them so much as in our
shortcuts and the elimination af red tape and
antiquated methods
However, I do not think we can be elated nor
even complxenr over our achievements, because there is still so much to do. What are same
of these undeveloped opportunities and what is
happening elsewhere? Although I have been
deeply involved in the study of library coopcration, I do not clabn that cooperation is the
ansxrer ru every maiden's prayer. The cooperative muvrment is a term given t o library activities in various parts of the world and these fall
into a rather distinct pattern. The steps in a
cooperative movement are usually: (1) to survey
the resources of an area; (2) to organize a union
library catalogue covering thosr resinxces; (3)
to encourage librams to specialize in given Fiekls
and not duplicate in the purchase ofexpensive or
less-used materials; (4) t o further that specialization program by setting up principles of cooperative buying; (5) t o enlarge greatly the practice of inter-library loan; ( 6 ) to establish a

depository library for duplicate files of periodicals, documents and seldom-used books; (7) t o
cooperate in various technical library processes
such as centralized ordering, caraloguing, indexing, binding and the issuing of joint accession
lists; (8) to develop a bibliographical center t o
provide the machinery for carrying out the
activities just mentioned. Later 1 want to discuss each of rhese steps briefly.
First let me point out, that Europe has been
far ahead of the United Stares in such developments. Probably England has led wirh its nine
regional public library systems served by the
great National Central Library. For a long time
Germany as u d l as Switzerland and France
have had union catalogues and bibliographic:rl
centers. Denmark has carried specialization t o
an unusual decree.
. . and Norway has been especially successful in its cooperative techniqnes.
They pioneered, I believe, in their binding...prop
.
ect and in the preparation of catalogue cards
and book pockets, which are supplied with
copies of new books when they are purchased.
Brussels has been the home of the International
Institute for Documentation and has the nearest
approach t o an international union library
catalogue with fifteen million cards. Anyone
interested in library developments abroad
should read Pzffard's Library Coopemtion m
Europe. One wonders, of course, what terrible
things may already have happened t o those
libraries and to the fine work which is bcina
done abroad.
The United States has been slow in d e v e l o. ~ i.n,e
library cooperation. Some reasons advanced for
this have been our great distances and the fact
that libraries here have been relatively prasperous. The recent developments in the South,
where library fzcilities are far from adequate,
would perhaps bear out this latter theory. Our
"history" however, dates as far back as 1902
when President Charles W. Eliot of Harvard
was advocating a storage warehouse. In 1907
the Crerar and Newberry libraries in Chicago
were defining their fields of interest, exchanging
books, and agreeing to develop centers for
different types of research, one in the humaniries and the orher in science. In New York the
cooperation and consolidation of the Asror,
Lenov and Tilden Foundations made possible
the great New Yark Public Library.
Anyone interested in the present cooperative
developments in chis country should study particularly the activities in Nashville, Tennessee,
where three universities have decided to have
one joint lihrary. In New Orleans Tulane Universiry and rhe Howard Memorial Library have
planned one library in one building, and yet
mainrain their separate identities. Duke Uni-

versity and the University of North Carolioa,
which are located only nine miles apart, have
worked out an exceptionally close coopcrative
program
The Pacific Northwest has been very progressive, particularly in regard to the statecontrolled libraries in Oregon, which have
consolidated many of their mechanical processes
as well as services. M'estchester, New Yark, now
has a definite coopcrative movement far the
forty libraries in that County, which includes
a union library caralogue of their holdings.
I believe Denver, Colorado, had the first hihliographical center in the country. Western I<+
serve and other libraries in Cleveland have
organized a union library catalogue and have
accomplished much. There is little doubt that
the cooperative movement is here to stay
Sunvxus
LIBRARY
More inreresting than the localities involved,
are the types of cooperative acrivities. So let
me touch briefly on the various steps in the
pattern to which I referred. First, consider the
library survey. At the present time there is
almost an epidemic of surveys in the library
world. Such surveys can be of technical processes; of administrative and personnel problems;
of financial matters and tax support; of the use
of libraries as reflected in circulation statistics;
of library resources, which is the type that bas
beet, of g r a t e s interest to us in Philailelphia.
Surveys may be made by the staff or by head
librarians; by outside experts, who are paid t o
visit a given library and analyze its prohlems;
or hy specially sponsored civic or other groups.
Most surveys aim to find out how good a
library is. While i t is easy to analyze separate
phases of library operatian, i t is almost impossible to measure the relation af the various factors, and yet that is what makes a library gaod.
The finest collection on a given subject is of no
use unless i t is kept up-to-date. A v a l u b l e
up-to-date collection is useless unless i t is well
catalogued and has a good reference staff t o put
the books to work. Finally, unless the library is
used, neither the collection nor the upkeep is
worth while.
In our study of library literature we have
found many good surveys of public libraries hut
relarively little has been done for research
libraries ar the reference departments of public
libraries. Also I have been discouraged over the
results of some surveys. After reading excellent
reports, we have frequently writren to librarians asking what has come out of the recornmendatians and, in too many cases, there have been
no tangible results. Of what use to spend rime
and money, if librarians mean only t o talkabout

developn~entsand then settle dawn into their
time-honored grooves and take no progressive
steps?
A very good new book has just come off the
press called The Library Survey, wwritteo by Mr.
E. W. McDiarmid, Jr. This book is especially
timely because better techniques for surveys are
badly needed. Most of the surveys of resources
ace made by checking basic lists of books, such
as Mudge, or the Standard Catalogznfor Lihraries,
or the Shaw Lirt of Bookr for Collega Libraries.
Such a purely numerical check seems unsatisfactory, because i t gives no real picture of the
quality of the library and, of course, takes into
consideration none of its service factors. Same
formula must be found to evaluare a library's
holdings in relation to other libraries in the
area as well as to show the relative importance
of the special collections within the library
itself.
In Philadelphia, because our staff i s small
and our time short and because we could not
wait to form committees or prepare elaborate
questionnaires, I visited all of the major libraries in the area. I did not have a formal list of
questions, but instead invited librarians to talk
ahaur their problems and describe their special
collections. Later I wrote short reports on the
library's holdings and included my general impression of the progressiveness of each library.
Undoubtedly this subjective approach is open to
many criticisms, chief of which is, that n o one
person can properly evaluate research materials
in various fields. To remedy this in the case of
the largest research center in Philadelphia, we
enlisted the aid of faculty memhers at the University of Pennsylvania. Eighry-five experts a t
the University made a realistic appraisal and
study of the library material in their fields. The
result has been published within rhe last few
months entitled A F a c u l ~S u r q of the Univeriity
of Penniylvania Libraries. At the risk of seeming
t o advertise this book, I suggest that it might
be helpful to all of you as a check on your research materials in various fields. These college
professors were as honest about their lacks as
shout their holdings and included many libraries in Philadel~hiaother than those of the
University.
We special librarians realize the ereat value of
having expert judgment on the important research materials and I hope that this Association can further the preparation of surveys
similar to thar of the University of Pennsylvania. S.L.A. can claim some small credit in the
field of surveys, because of our narional and
chapter directories, our union lists of information services and of periodicals and our two or
three library manuals, such as the one for

-

insurance libraries and the new manual covering
the business departments of public libraries.
Can we not now branch out into the expert
evaluation of the resources of our member libraries? Everywhere today there is a crying
need for a bxter knowledge of the resources of
libraries. Then having discovered and recorded
valuable material, we should let the world
know where it is.

UNIONLIBRARY
CATALOGUES
Union catalogues should be the second step in
any cooperative program. They are organized
to tell instantly what libraries in a given area
own a specific book, just as the telephone directory shows you how t o get in touch with the
person you want. In the United States there are
seventv-three union cataloeues of various kinds
of which seventeen are regional such as we have
in Philadelnhia. Other large reeional cataloeues
are found in Cleveland, in Denver, in Nashville,
and in the California State Library. So far, i t
seems t o me, the interest in these catalogues has
k e n rather in their organization than in their
service. Few if any of them have any subject
approach t o books, only author entries. Their
chief function is ro facilitate inter-library loan
and they are also of service t o cataloguers as
authority files, proper procedure for corporate
entries and for foreign publications. Other types
of service have yet t o be developed on a large
scale, so it is particularly fortunate that the
Carnegie Corporation in New York recently
made a grant to study union library catalogues.
I hope that this study will give definite testimony whether the use of such catalogues justifies their great expense and will show what
services have a sufficient money value to individual libraries for them to give financial
support t o the catalogue in their area. The
union catalogue principle has k e n working
informally in many localities and, perhaps,
special librarians can give some practical evidence of its value and can help in the development of this important library tool.

-

S~aclALlZAll0N
The third step in a cooperative program,
s~xcializarion,simply means that a library defines its aims and fields of interest and agrees
wirh other libraries not t o duplicate in the
purchase of expensive and less-used material.
Of course, a certain amount of duplication always will be necessary, but when budgets are
reduced, it seems wasteful for libraries not to
arrange in advance with some other library t o
share in the use of certain types of material. The
fields of knowledge are so broad and there is so
much in print, that no one library can afford to

h a w 211 of the material on every subject in
which it is interested. Yet tu work wirh less
than complete and up-to-date information is
extremely dangerous. This type of cooperation
often begins with periodicals or government
documents, since it is expensive to stare long
runs of these publications or to bind them when
they comein. Therefore, if a few key sets can be
established and libraries agree to maintain
complete files, that would be sufficient for an
area.
There is another kind of specialization which
greatly.
interests me . It is the development of
consultants or sponsors for knowledge. The
Library of Congress has pioneered in rhis held
and now has, I believe, eight consultants who
are specialists in such fields as hisrory, aeronautics and music. An expert knowledge of a
subject and a critical evaluation of source materials improve rhe service that any library
renders. It would be a pity, however, if the idea
grows that only scholars are able to supply that
service. Many special librarians h a r e become as
expert in their source materials as are scholars
or research people. In the next few years, one of
our aims should be t o convert more and mare
special librarians from competent technicians
into subject experts and research consultants.
It may be that several libraries interested in the
same subject could jointly support the employing of an expert to advise them on the
books and ephemeral materials in special fields.
Few libraries could afford alone to employ
subject specialists, but together they could
underwrite such expert advice. I have often
wished that it might be possible to employ an
expert cataloguer on an hourly or part-time
basis because it seems to me that few special
libraries have enough money or enough work t o
justify employing expert cataloguers.

INTEE-LIBRARY
LOAN
Little need be said about inter-library loan
because it is well established and understood.
The practice should greatly increase, however,
and policies be broadened and regulations
standardized. For instance, if the A.L.A. code
were fallowed by all libraries, the mechanics of
inter-library loan would be greatly simplified.
Libraries will always find i t necessary to limit
their lending t o certain types of material.
There is no reason why brand new books in
denland within any one library should be
shared wirh another or that material which
cannot be duplicated or other treasures be
loaned. At present most of the inter-library
loan is bv colleees and universities and is between cities, with relatively little between the
libraries within any one city. It is rhis type that

-

should be encouraged. As soon as the volume in
any onearea justifies it, centralmachinery could
be set up to handle the details in connection
with the locating and delivering of books.
Naturally such machinery should be atcached
to the union library catalogue for the are;,.
DEP~SITOKY
LIBRARIES
Another cooperative function, although not
yet definitely in the pattern, is the development
of storage warehouses for the libraries of an
area. In such a depository all material should
be easily accessible, there should be space for
research workers and libraries should be able to
recall quickly any material they might have
deposited there. The term "warehouse" is a
bad one, because i t does not mean dead storage
in any sense. This type of cooperation must
come soon. In my visits t o libraries in Philadelphia, I have seen dozens of long runs of the selfsame magazines or of the documents of some
rovernment department or of the back c o ~ i e of
s
important directories, and I have seen miles of
college
It would seem sensible to
- catalogues.
pool these resources, keep a few sets complete
and up-to-the-minute and let the libraries,
which use such material, support the files
cooperatively.
Such a depository library could also care for
the exchange of discards and duplicate material.
S.L.A. now maintains a national duplicate exchange committee which is doing a splendid
job, but it has always been handicapped for lack
of space where discards might be sent and displayed, so that local librarians might choose
intellieentlv
. , what they want. S.L.A. has discussed this question of a depository library
in the New York c h a ~ t e rfor as lone as Ican
remember and is well equipped to pioneer in
this field. It can be done inexpensively and
easily. Why delay?
Most people feel that the greatest problem in
connection with depository libraries is t o derecmine what are active and what inactive books.
Circulation hgures are no indication for special
librarians, nor can the choice be made by date.
Here is an undeveloped opportunity far special
librarians t o pioneer and develop a formula.

-

PROCESSES
C O O P E R A ~INO TECHNICAL
N
Technically, cooperation should begin with
book selection which simply means following
out the principle of specialization and nonduplication. When a librarian knows that another library in her neighborhood is buying in
her held, i t is perfectly easy t o check bcfore
purchasing expensive material and to agree
informally on important titles as they come out.
When union library catalogues and biblio-

graphical centers are more common in our
country, i t will be very easy to cooperate in
book selection.
The argument for centralized ordering is that
larger discounts can be secured and that much
of the red tape of ordering, checking and billing
can be eliminated in small libraries and handled
in one place. The Book Cooperative in New
York City is proving that librarians like to he
saved that routine. The practice may not be
generally accepted in the field of special libraries
for same time, because so often we need a book
in a great rush and a larger discount never outweighs the importance of the time element.
Binding handled cooperatively could also secure
larger discounts, but we have found in Philadelphia thar libraries are so well satisfied with
their established binding procedure, that any
change is apt t o come very slowly. A cooperative mending program is badly needed, hawever, and could be developed in any city. For
those libraries not able t o afford .persons trained
to keep books in good shape, chire could be an
itinerant mending unit whose services could be
available far short times and for little money.
This has been worked out with WPA workers
in many cities.
As for cataloguing, I have little right to speak
in this field because I have never catalogued a
book in my life, but I have come to believe thar
the whole scheme of cataloguing needs investigation and modernizing. The elaborate processes now common in most libraries and the
amount of unnecessary information on the
average catalogue card is uneconomical and
aften a hindrance to the public that uses a
library catalogue. This might not be serious,
were it not for the fact that cataloguing is so
expensive. Studies show an average cost of
seventy-two cents t o catalogue a book, regardless of the merit of the volume. It would be
unwise t o develop local cooperative cataloguing
projects when the Library of Congress service
is available t o libraries everywhere. Our energies might better be applied to improving the
Library of Congress service and I believe that
Mr. MacLeish is anxious far suggestions and
help from all of us. It w o d d be possible, of
course, to order Library of Congress cards from
a central point in every city and thus take advantage of the extra discounts on additional
sets and t o simplify the routine in individual
libraries. Or it would be possible t o set up local
cooperative cataloguing projects for the types
of material not now adequately covered by the
Library of Congress. Such material includes
chiefly foreign books, pamphlets and documents.
Cooperative indexing is another development
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is habit. We continue processes vhich we know
t o be bad simply because things have always
been done thus. I have known of countless
caralogucs and classification schemes which
are being maintained simply hcause they were
started that way years and years ago and i t
would seem to be too much trouble to madernize them. I t would, of course, be possible to
start now t o do an intelligent job and leave the
old records; then within a few years that library
would find itself with an adequate system covering the material in greatest use, its current
information
I might inject a bit of personal history in this
plea for a new perspective, or reorganization.
As some of you know, 1 stayed in one job for
eighteen years. I t was a good job and I was
extremely fond of i t , but eighteen years is too
long t o do any one thing and I was quite conscious of being in a rut. New work and new
people and different problems give one a new
lease on life. While 1 do not suggest that you
rrsign your job, I do urge you to add new functions to your present routines or change some of
the things you are now doing if only for the
psychological effect. I wish that we had a system of sahbatical years in special library work
or had something approximating the exchange
professorships in universities. Since we cannot
get fresh viewpoints in those ways, we could
critically analyze out present performance all
along the line and resulve to improve each
process that is not in tune with the times.
Many of my good friends claim that "contacts" should he my middle name, because I
have been talking about the value of contacts
for most of my professional life. My former
boss, Bruce Barton, once said that each year
when he was making his New Year's resolutions, he would look back and sum up the important books he had read and the interest:ing
personalities he had met that year. Not all of us
have an opportunity to meet celebrities and
leaders, but we can make an effort to see and
hear them. Recently I attended the annual
meeting of the Adult Education Association in
New York and went back t o Philadelphia with
a whole new set of inspirations and ideas. We
should all join more associations and go to their
meetings, - not only library associations but
those in fields related to our work. We sametimes forget that such public relations on the
part of our library are as important to the organizations we serve as our professional relations in S.L.A. are important t o us individually.
STANDARDIZATION
Another need in the library world is for
standards, not standardization but yardsticks

against which we can measure our performance.
We should, fur instance, know what are proper
salzry ranges far certain types of work. Usually
salzries in special libraries represent from sixty
to seventy-five prc cent of the total Library
budget and we must continue to educate employers to the fact that a special library is an
infrxmation service, not just a collection of
books. They must expect to pay more for library
training and experience than fur clerical work.
We ought to have information on the standard costr for organizing and operating a special
library. I know of no general averages, but
from a budget which I worked out recently, I
believe that a small new business library could
be organized and maintained far the first year
for from ten to twelve thousand dollars. How
does that agree with the experience of others?
We should have some standards by which t o
measure the reference use of libraries. So far all
of the serious research done in the field of library
"use" has been based on circulation. No one
has yet evolved a formula that helps a research
library t o decide whether i t is reaching a
creditable number of its possible clientele or not.
We definitely need standards for some of our
technical processes. Perhaps a better way t o
put i t would be that we need recorded procedures that have the approval of the better
special libraries. I think S.L.A. might well
graduate from the "we-do-this" type of program and magazine article to the philosophy of
the things we do. One goad example is the question of clipping vs. indexing magazines. After
these many years, special librarians do not yet
know which is the most effective and economical treatment of magazines. Yet this is one of
the most important types of materials with
which we deal. Again, this Association should
have produced a manual on the organization of
vertical files, since we claim to be pioneers and
masters of that difficult subject. And we should
have evolved standardized subject headings for
the subjects we covet so thoroughly.
Just a word in passing on the matter of standardization, with a capital "S," which seems t o
be interesting S L A , a t the moment. Personally
I am a little sorry that we have gone into this
subject, because i t is a complicated and difficult
one and far more scientific groups than ours
have lailed in this field. I seriously doubt that
we are ready for it. Should we not put more
energy into improving some of our techniques
before we formalize them? We all realize, that
no matter what standards we might set down on
paper concerning salaries, training and experience, the employer will still choose a librarian
for her personality or because she happens t o
be in the company or for any of a dozen other

reasons, and "certification" by this Association
is not apt to alter that procedure. We can, I
feel, do othcr things t o better advantage t o
ensure the success of each special library.
WORTHREAD IN^
To anyone interested in thinking along
broader professional lines who cares to do a
little reading, I might recommend some of the
books that have interested me greatly. One is
American Librarianihip from a European Angle, by
Wilhelm Munthe. Dr. Munthe visited libraries
in nearly every state in the Union and gave his
impressions of various types, -college, university, public and others. Unfortunately, there
is no chapter on special libraries. He discusses
all phases of library work and makes some uncomfortably truthful statements about the profession in this country. It seems t o me this is a
healthy, valuable thing, which should not be
resented by librarians as seems to have been the
case in some instances.
The Libmry of T o m o r ~ wissued
,
by the American Library Association in 1939, is a n interesting symposium by twenty experts in various
fields of library work. Strange and wonderful as
i t may seem, there ir a chapter on special libraries, by our own Ruth Savord, although its
inclusion was, I understand, an afterthought.
This is a very modern discussion of library
problems, some of i t sheer phantasy, but it is
well for us to know alone what lines leaders in
the profession are thinkTng. One af the mast
valuable and heart-warming hooks I have ever
read about library mark is>he Arneriian Public
Library nnd the DiflzAurion of Knowledgo, by William S. Lamed. This was written in 1924 but it
seems to me still the finest statement of library
service to a whole community that I have ever
seen
For librarians interested in individual libraries and their operation, there is the McColvin S u r q of Libraria made in 1938. Although
done bv the British library association. it
covers all countries, and outstanding libraries in
the United States are discussed fully. Then there
is L l b r q Trendr, and the other annual volumes
in this series, covering the institutes held each
summer a t the Chicago Graduate Library
School. We should all keep in touch with the
work being done there by Dean Wilson, Douglas Waples, Dr. Joeckel and Dr. Carnovsky, ra
mention only a few, because they are making the
only really scientific studies now being made of
library work. It is unfortunate that they h a m
not yet discovered the special library field, but
i t is to he hoped that it will eventually interest
them
It is not easy to follow trends and develop-

ments in library work in this country because we
lack clearinghouses that might supply annual
summaries and evaluations. Yet it is extremely
important to know what is going on, if we are
t o avoid duplication and profit by the experience of others. I wish that S.L.A. had a committee whose job i t was to follow the developments in specific fields throughout the year and
t o report a n them a t each annual conference.
For instance, I, being especially interested in
library surveys at the moment, might be responsible for commenting on the outstanding
surveys. Other members could be found with
special interest in union library catalogues or
intec-library loan or microphotography A final
wish in this connection is that librarians were
a little more broad-minded about the developments now taking place. It is discouraging to
note the negative reactions to important professional contributions and to read book reviews
that quarrel with a few minor points and
completely ignore new constructive ideas.
T
SOMETAINGSS.L.A. M ~ O HDo
I think most of you know that I am devoted
to S.L.A. and have worked hard for i t over the
years. However, I now have a far better perspective on it than I had when I was president or
responsible for other phases of its work. I used
to say and believe that people owed i t to their
profession to join this Association. Now, I
think rhe Association owes it to the profession
to do so many important and constructive
things
" that librarians dare not remain outside.
Instead of awarding a gavel to chapters for their
membership records, I think i t would be well if
we gave a n award for the constructive projects
undertaken or completed during the year.
I do not mean to suggest rhat our officers are
incompetent or lazy, but I do feel that our
scheme of operation is wrong in many ways.
The national association is trying t o do too
much and is reaping the results of unwieldy
committee system. Operating from a headquarters office, i t sometimes takes six months to
c o m ~ l e t e committees. which represent all
chapters or all groups in the Association, and
some of rhat committee work might be handled
much better locally. Chapters could attack professional problems much more aggressively than
they do now and hold much mare vital meetings
.
than the present general or recreational gatherings. Sometimes I have heard rumors that
chapters resent dictation from the national associacion and I hope that is true. But they are
entitled to such resentmenr only if they have
more constructive ideas of their own and can
accomplish something better in their own way.
Let the national office suggest, offer cooperation

of every sort, but do not let i t attempt to handle
somuch of thedetailed work of this Association.
It seems to me that there are committees and
activities which could be immediately decentralized. The methods committee has had a
difficult existence in recent yeacschiefly, I think,
because no one phase of special library work has
had sufficient interest and vitality for all chapters t o enlist their support. Often needs and
interests are purely local and they differ even
within groups that make u p a local chapter.
This year in Philadelphia we have had concrete
evidence that educational librarians need prajects or tools that are quite different from those
wanted by business librarians or document
librarians or cataloguers.
I am more and more convinced that we should
undertake more local projects of less focmal
character, rather than attempt t o organize
major projects on a national basis. Examples of
chines
" which many small aroups
" . within a
chapter might undertake are the integration of
back files of mapazines,
documents, directories,
and trade catalogues, or the preparation of
check lists of periodical subscriptions or of the
holdings of expensive directories and information services. Librarians with like interest could
define their fields of specialization. To use my
own field as an example, advertising librarians
could agree among themselves which library
would maintain the exhaustive and up-to-theminute collection on sales contests, on sample
advertisements, on house organs, or the picture
file for the art department. At present each
library is attempting t o do each of these things
and is doing them incompletely. Such an investment of time and space is wasteful duplication.
Local chapters could start depository libraries
even if on a very small scale in some one library
which is not a t themoment excessively crowded.
Then they could transfer a t once the duplicate
exchange activities of the chapter to that depository library.
The work of the employment committees
could best concentrate in chapters, because employment is an especially local problem. People
must know personally about opportunities and
applicants. The national committee has worked
out a splendid employment system which could
be adopted by chapters, but no formal card
records" maintained at a national headquarrers
can ever be as effective in filling jobs as a personal knowledge ofcandidates It is equally true
that only local chapters can properly promote
new libraries in their communities.
In connection with employment, we still have
the great problem of internship or apprenticeship. We complain bitterly about the fact that
library schools are failing t o supply good ma-

terial for the special library field, yet, it seems t o
me, we have no right t o criticize until we are
willing t o supply the final link in training by
offering practice work in our own libraries. I
have had considerable personal experience with
apprentices and I am a strong advocate of the
system. I feel that S.L.A. is greatly to blame for
not having developed this on a national scale.
Of course, there remain plenty of things that
the national organization can and should do.
For instance, the national officers should study
trends in our profession and give us a realistic
picture of our progress or Lack of it during recent
years. Such a study would show where we
should he putting our emphasis in promoting
libraries and providing tools. I imagine that we
should find that technical libraries have shown
the greatest strength and increase; that financial
libraries have had a bad time in recent years and
that there have been far fewer new business
libraries than in former years. Some of our ills
may be due t o the depression, though I strongly
suspect that the lack of proper personnel is
equally to blame. S.L.A. is well equipped t o
study the needs of research in this country and
todecide how adequately librarians are fulfilling
those needs. Actually the A.L.A. should have
done this job, but its interest has never extended
into our part of the profession. In concentrating
on public libraries, school libraries, college and
university libraries, they have neglected special libraries and, in fact, the whole classification of research libraries.
We are t o have representatives from the
A.L.A. tonight t o discuss closer contacts with
our Association and to describe the new plan for
the reorganization of the A.L.A. I do not claim
to understand that plan and I am not in favor of
merging a small hard-hirting association with a
great big unwieldy one, hut this time I do hope
that we can approach the discussion in a different spirit. Let us learn what the A.L.A. plans
are for the profession especially as they might
affect us. At the moment I strongly suspect that
we have more to offer the A.L.A. than they t o
us. Our techniques, our specialized materials,
our contacts in the business and industrial world
could all be useful to the profession as a whole,
if a real spirit of cooperation existed. From our
angle we have long felt that S.L.A. needed the
moral support of a larger association, if i t were
t o interesr foundations in giving adequate
financial support. We do desperately need underwriting far a period of years, if we are to operate
efficiently and have a chance to do certain
things that need t o be done in the library
world
I have been thinking over S.L.A.'s progress in
recent years. I am not in very close touch I will

admit, but I have the following general impressions: that we have done exceedingly well in
securing new members, but that our financial
picture is not a pretty one, and that our entire
publishing program has been particularly discouraging. Although we have a fine magazine,
we still cannot afford a paid editor. Of course,
the miracle is that we have achieved a magazine
or any publications or other projects, when we
consider that S.L.A. has operated almost entirely on volunteer labor from people who have
full-time, demanding jobs elsewhere. I have
been impressed a g a i n a n d again how much
greater the pressure is in business and other
types of special libraries than in the larger and
more leisurely organizations. Having ta produce
every hour of every day on our jobs is, perhaps,
what has taught us to do an effective job with
our ''leisure time" as well.
In the special library field, as in all fields, the
great need is for leadership. We need more
leaders. We need k t t e r thinking and planning.
And I cannot resist a plea to each of you to
make the time t o do more things for your profession. This is for your awn good more than for
the good of the Association, because people
progress only as they accept the opportunities
mhich open to them. Do not refuse to serve on
this or that committee claiming that youare too
busy, until you have weighed carefully the
things you now do and are sure they nre as
vital.
I seem to have done a lot of scolding, but i t is
onlv because I am so ambitious for special
libraries. Please believe that I am ready to take
my ownmedicine, hlany of the things
- I once did
in my awn library now seem unwise and I would
not repcat them. Same of the things I once
urged for S.L.A. now seem unimportant or oldfashioned. We must learn to keep in step with
the times
Of course, there are many cheerful factors in
the S.L.A. picture. Rrrently one leader in the
library profession said, "Special librarians are
moving faster in more interesting directions
rhan are orthodox librarians." Generally speaking, I do believe rhat special libraries are more
efficiently operated than others. There is a fine
new vitalicy in rhe younger members of this
Association and we should begin t o turn more
things over to them. I n turn they should be will-

ing to take advice from people of experience,
because one of the great tragedies in association
work has been the lack of continuity and of
cashing in on previous experience. Too often new
officers starc in without referring to what has
gone before and without utilizing the special
tslents available to them.
Finally and above all we need a working
plan. For many years S.L.A. has discussed an
activities committee. If I were allowed only one
wish today, it would be that the incoming administration appoint such a committee, of five
people, preferably from one section of the country, so that they can meet and fight to their
hearts' content. They should report to the exccutive board but be independent of i t . The group
should be comoased of the best and most
progressive thinkers we have and, perhaps, not
be limited to special librarians. They should be
given the world in which to roam; with but one
instruction and that that they must do something, not simply put a plan on paper.
We cannot but believe that after this war we
shall all live in a very different world, and it is
not possible that libraries will be immune to
change. Public and semi-public libraries will
not even deserve the support of their patrons,
without which they cannot survive, unless they
get together, -coordinate their holdings and
integrate their service. They should stop
hoarding and following their own individualistic ways.
As for special librarians, our obligations to
the community may nut be so great as rhat of
the larger libraries, but as research units we
have enormous responsibilities to scholarship,
to science and t o posterity. Each librarian in
this room should plan to streamline her library
for more effective work and do it immediately
and a n her own initiative. Do nor wait for your
boss to begin to question what you do and then
resent any suggestions for a reduction in library
activites. Be ready with a plan for greater
service, to lllorr people a t less cosc.
In this shattered, changing world America
seems destined to be the only country to preserve the records and experiences of the past and
to build new reservoirs of information for the
future. Only librarians can do chis. Let us make
sure that we measure up to the opportuniries for
service that are wide open to us.

WHO IS YOUR PUBLIC AND HOW DO YOU SERVE IT?*

BY K . B. ELLIOTT,
Vice-President and Director
Customer Relations, Studebaker Corpovation, South Bend, Indiana
FIRST GENERAL SESSION
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HE subject assigned to me, composed of
two questions, suggests the two must
fundamental objectives in any welldeveloped marketing program. First, the
question - who is your public? Who are the
potential users of your product or service?
Obviously, this must be answered before the
physical proportions of the merchandising task
can be measured. Strangely enough, there is
frequent failure to take this step.
How, rhat i r in what manner, doer n ~ U S ~ M I I
mterprird know i t s csrtomrs? It knows them personally, as in the case of a small business, or i t
knows them as a composite group, or as typical
individuals, or as groups with certain specific
interests or needs. In any case, the resourceful
business organization can be aware of the customer's tastes, habits, prejudices and purchasing power. According t o its merchandising
genius, the company meets the customer's needs
not only to serve those needs more or less effectively, but also to (a) assure, (b) encourage,
(c) endanger, or (d) prevent the customer's
future patronage.
Who are our curtomsrr and what ars they lib? If
anyone thinks rhat he knows, I suggest that he
examine his impressions with the greatest care.
In actual practice it has been my observation
that many times we do not know who they are
and rhat irequently we are hopelessly coniused
so far as knowing what they are like. This is
particularly true businesse; that are too large
t o know their customers personally. The ability
t o form an accurate impression of what our customers are like is of critical importance.
In my judgment, the characteristic common to
the causes for poor handling of the public is a
basic failure t o realize the fundamental nature
of good customer relatians.
The primary objective of any merchandising
technique is the skillful determination of the
best means of getting a product or service accepted. In other words, after we have defined
and identified our public, how do we serve it?
The extent to which we are skillful in this respect is the measure of our professional genius.
Convenience of purchase is not enough. The
customer wants certain satisfaction from the
actual purchase transaction. He wants his importance as a customer to be recognized, he de-

* Abtidged.

sires any haste or deliberateness on his part to
be dealt with appropriately, and he expects any
impatience or unreasonable demands on his part
to be met with complete deference. These do not
cover the entire gamut, but they suggest the
treatment the customer expects in connection
with the actual transaction.
I d o not know t o what extent libraries receive
formal complaints. If you do not, you are deprived of one of the mast useful devices for keeping you informed concerning the quality of your
service. In the automobile business, we do get
complaints, Allah be praised. Thus we are provided with a safeguard against the ravages of
undiscovered sources of customer dissatisfactian. Like a fever thermometer, and frequently
registering just as much heat, the letters from
customers protect us from any creeping complacency and disclose the presence of infections.
It is the fact of dissatisfaction, not the nature
or reasonableness of the cause far it, that is important far the organization concerned with
selling its goods or services. It is my experience
that the most extreme feelings of dissatisfaction
are disproportionate t o the seriousness of the
difficultyor the problem of its correction.
Ta the extent of our prafessivnal skill, it is
our problem t o deal with the causes and possible elimination of I he dissatisfaction of the
customer. The least we can do is to give the
customer a courteous, a clear, and a complete
statement of our position. If we will leave the
door open so that he can do so without embarrassment, larer the customer will remember
not so much the fact that we did not meet his
wishes, as the fact that we dealt with him with
courteous consideration for his problem and
with respect far his feelings in the matter.
It is my belief that the same principles which
relate ta customer relations in business probably
apply to the relations between a library and
those i t does serve, can serve, or ought t o serve.
I know practically nothing about library principles or procedures. So far as special libraries
are concerned, the most I could claim would be
some experience with business libraries.
It seems ro me that your public is not limited
t o those who came or send for marerial which
is under your care. Your public includes every
person who may be considered reasonably
within your sphere of influence.

You have a responsibility for selling the set?..
ices of your library. You have a responsibility
for keeping i t abreast of the developments in
many fields. How recently have you arranged
with the head of yaur accounting department to
furnish members of his staff with bibliographies
of recent books or articles on different phases of
accounting? How recently have you written to
the librarian of the American Institute of Accountants, or to the Dean of some outstanding
school of Business Administration, and asked for
a list of the most significant hooks on accounting, published during the last year or the last
five years? How recently have you done the
same thing with respect to literature of other
professional fields served by your library? How
often in the past year have you asked same
young fellow in the sales departmenr, if he
would give you his suggestions how the library
could be more helpful t o him?
Our sales executives insist that an essenrinl
step in a sales solicitation is definitely asking the
prospect t o buy. It is not enough to display your
automobiles, t o extol their virtues, t o expound
the advantages of dealing with your concern.
You have t o ask the prospect to buy. I think i t
must be the same with libraries. When your appropriation has been spent intelligently in the
addition of new materials, when this material
has been scientifically indexed, adequately and
attractively displayed, yaur job has just begun.
I think sometimes this should be called the
"paper age" instead of the "machine age,'' for
while our manufacturing processes center about
rhe machine, our management processes are implemented by the written or printed word.
"The rising tide of paper work" is an apt expression to apply to the flood of letters, forms,
inter-office memoranda which cross the executive's desk. But there is another tide of paper
which is inundating the executive. I refer to the
reading material which either comes t o the
business or professional man's desk or is available t o him. These two forms of the printed
word are the warp and woof of the fabric of
management, considered in the light of its dayt o d a y expression and development.
There is not much. I suppose,
.. that libraries
and their staffs candoabout the paperwork with
which business men surround themselves. However, I believe there may be something that you
can d o about our reading material.
You will find general agreement among business and professional men, that one of their
most difficult problems is the selecting of what
is to be read within the limits of the time and
energy available for the purpose. I t is perfectly
obvious that both quality and importance of
reading matter varies tremendously. It ranges

from pure trivia to information vital to the
development of our prafessiooal ability.
First, I would find out in a half dozen cases,
what material is going regularly as a routine
matter to a man from the library, on his request, or on the request of some member of the
library staff. I would find out, if there was any
material he did not want, but had failed to take
action and stop. I would ascertain, if there
might be certain publications the library staff
could go through and ferret out the particular
articles in which he would be interested. Now,
sometimes that is not at all feasible. In my own
case, a magazine like Buiness Wmk, or a trade
paper like Auromoriw Nswr, needs ta be gone
through personally, because I do not believe
anyone else can select far me the items of greatest interest from those that are unimportant.
However, there are other publications that
someone can check for me.
You are all familiar with the device, the Library Bulletin or Digest Service,or whatever you
may call it, which the library prepares and
sends out. Perhaps you send out different digests
to different groups or individuals. Our Studebaker librarian issuer a semi-weekly Library
Bulletin, which serves the purpose of inviting
attention to significanr or interesting articles in
business and trade publications in general. In
many cases just a sentence or two will enable a
man t o determine whether or not he wants t o

which operates separately, the closest liaison
with that division will enable the library not
only t o serve it directly, hut also t o collaborate
with i t on general and specific undertakings.
The research function is increasingly a necessity in business and the professions. Product research, methods research have revolutionized
the whole world of industry and business, as
well as other spheres of activity. They will continue t o do so. This is a corollary and necessary
development of the machine age. The special
library and the services i t provides are an integral part of this research technique.
There is another library service I wish t o
mention. I think there is no more tragic thing in
business life than the individual who gradually
ceases t o keep up, not only with intellectual and
cultural interests generally, but also with his
own profession. Business libraries can do much
t o invite, if not persuade, the members of an
organization to utilize its facilities. As a libra-

,

rian, I would not rest until I had exhausted
every effort t o make my library serve the professional needs of the entire rank and file of employees of my company. It would be on my
conscience t o see young men in their thirties
who have stopped study and discontinued the
practice of keeping up with the literature of the
field in which they have chosen t o spend their
business lives.
One ocher thing I should like to suggest for
your comideration. Are you interpreting for
your management the work you are doing and
its relation to other activities within the organization? This should not be solely for the
purpose of emphasizing the value of your work,
but should be for the purpose of helping the
managenlent to coordinate and integrate all
the activities which are being carried on.
Now let me say directly what I have already

inferred. First, your associates in the field of
business need every day the results of the highest skill you areable to bring- to .your .
profession.
In many ways you, rather than they, are more
able to determine the areas of cooperation and
stimulation of interest. Second, given skill,
initiative and resourcefulness on the part of the
library staff, the horizon alone marks the limit
of your opportunities to serve your public.
Let me conclude by saying that the public relations, the customer relations, of any business
may be rooted in the selfish interests of that
business. But these will thrive only when they
are cultivated with a regard for the needs and
interests of others. Therefore, if we lay aside all
t l ~ o o g h r c i , i ~ l r r ~ ~ r m . w emust
r r ~ lholJ
l
r!ut rhc
d e a l of rcrvlce rl, our puhli;, wltrrevrr o r a h a t ever that public may be, is the one that should
command our whole effort and concern.

FRONTIERS TO THE SOUTH;
HISPANIC-AMERICAN LIBRARY RESOURCES

BY DR.IRENE A. WRIGHT
Division of Cultural Relations, U . S. Department of State, Washington
FIRST GENERAL SESSION

E

ARLY last November Secretary of State
Cordell Hull, in addressing theconference
on Inter-American Relations in the Field
of Education then meeting in Washington said:
"None can forecasr the future in world affairs. It is
possible that the grear shadow which lies heavily over
Europe may become a long twilight . . . mmy of the
lamps of Western civilization . . . dimmed or 11togerher put out. . . ."
Whatever the outcome of the present struggle,
whether or not this Western Hemisphere is to
he called upon t o assume a heavier responsibility
for the maintenance of the values of the human
spirit, a t the present moment i t is certain that
the New World is the only area where constructive advances in international fellowship can be
actively pursued. Out only clear horizon lies
within this Hemisphere, to the south.
Never have relations among the American republics been more cordial. Never has the impartance of such relations been more generally recognized. However, i r i s evident that, if a stable
and enduring friendship among these republics
is todevelop out of a sharpened realization of its
expediency, economic and political relations
must be buttressed by mutual understanding
based on knowledge, each of the other. We must
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knowourneighbors. AsSecretary Hull has further
pointed out, comprehension and respect cannot
be founded "merely on the contacts between
diplomat and diplomat, political leader and
political leader, or even between businesr man
and business man. They must rest also on conracts between teacher and teacher; between
student and student; upon the confluence of
streams of thought, as well as upon more
formalized governmental action and constructive business activity."
In recognition of this fact the Department of
State created the Division of Cultural Relations.
Mr. Sumner Welles has referred to its establishment as a "departure." Assistant Secretary of
State A. A. Berle described the event as ''a minor
revolution in so staid and established a department as that of State." It was undertaken only
after long discussion and much sober thought.
And yet the division has its counterpart in the
structure of many foreign governments which
sooner than we have recognized the utility of
offices t o administer their foreign relations in
the nonpolitical, noncommercial fields of intellectual cooperation.
In the words of the Departmental Order of
July 28, 1938, which brought it into existence,

the Division of Cultural Relations was set up t o part of nongovernmental agencies, but rather
have "gencral charge of official international to make available to private enterprise the good
activities of this Department [of State] with offices af government, and to render private enrespect t a cultural relations, embracing the ex- deavors more effective by the provision in this
change of professors, teachers, and students; cuantry of an official body similar to those
caapcrztion in the field of music, art, literature, which exist abroad, which can serve as a clearand other intellectual and cultural attainments: ing housc fur exchange af information and as a
the formulation and distribution of libraries of center of coordination and cooperation.
In urdrr to enlist the active caapcration of
represenmtive works of the United States and
suitable translations thereof; thc preparations important persons and agencies throughout the
for and mansgement of the participation by this country, Secretary Hull issued invitations to a
Government in international expositions in this series of four conferences during the fall of 1939.
field; supervision of pnrticiparion by this Gob.- Approximately 1,000 leaders of educational and
ernmrnt in international radio broadcasts [ a d cultural activities came to Washington at their
i t has also the distribution through Govcm- own expense from all parts of the United States
ment channels of infarmntivs educational mo- to attend these conferences on inter-American
tion pictures]; encouragement of a closer rela- relations in the fields of art, music, education,
tionship between unofficial organizations of and on publicatians and libraries.
The conference on publications and libraries
this and of foreign governments engaged in cultural and intcllcrtual activitics; a n d , generally, was attended by more than two hundred reprethe dissemination abroad af the representative sentatives of leading publishing houscs, univerintellectual and cultural works of the United sity presses, public and special libraries, newsStates and the improvement and broadening of papers, magazines, and journals. These rcpresentatives discussed haw inter-American underthe scope of our ;ultural relations with o;hcr
countries."
standing might be forwarded by the exchange at
Three emphases characterize the program of books and ather publications and haw this mathe Department of State in the execution of terial could be made more readily available t o
which the Division of Cultural Relations is its the public. Cooperation was pledged toward
instrument. In the first place, that program is the furiher stimulation of a wider circulation
educational in characcri. It secks to foster not through importsnt public and university liany partial or one-sided picture, but a true and braries in the United States of books on the
realistic understanding between the people of other American republics.
The conference appointed a committee to cothe United States and those of other nations. In
the second place, the program is based on recog- operate with the Department in considering the
nition of the fact that cultural interchange is creation of a central clearing house t o be used by
essentially reciprocal. If we have much of worth publishers and librarians interested in the Latin
t o contribute to other peoples, we also have American field. The committee, composed of
much t o receive. In this connection let me say Lewis Hanke (Director, Hispanic Foundation,
that the Department's activities in cultcral Library of Congress); Waldo G. Leland (Perfields have relation to nations in all parts of the manent Secretary, American Council of Learned
world, but for very obvious reasons during the Societies); and Charles F. Gosncll (Assistant
initial phase of its work the Division is giving Librarian, Queens College Library) will increase
particular attention t o the other American re- its membership to study recvmmendatioiis made
publics. In rhe third place, cooperation is a key- by groups concerned with specific aspects of the
pmblems presented at the conference.
note in the program.
At this Conference striking examples of the
The Departnlent intends that the Division
shall serve as a clearing center for the activities need for greater interchange of books 2nd p u b
of various other departments and agencies of lications were cited. An invcstig;ition conducted
the Federal Government, the Pan American in January 1939 a t Sao Paulo, Brazil, disclosed
Union, colleges, universities, other educational thai thc combined municipal n d sratr libraries
and cultural organizations and individuds possessed only four works on United States hislegitimately interested in cultural affairs of in- tory. The library of the Law School of the Uniternarional charactcr. But bcyond rhese efforts, versity of Sao Paulo had an equal number. The
it is uur canvictim that the primary responsi- school of philosophy had rwo works. The
bility for cultural exchange rests with private school of sociology and politics had none. It
institutions and agencies. In relariun to such was poimed out that, while chis condition
organizations the Department's activities are existed with respeir to books published in Engnot intended t o supplant the important activi- lish, those which have been translated into
ties toward intcrnational understanding on the Spanish or P o r t u p m e in the other American
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republics are even more rare. There is n o good
one-volume history of the United States available in either language. From a reciprocal viewpoint it was further noted that in the United
States rhere is a great need for wider circulatiun
o i books about the other American republics.
If this is typical of the existing situation with
respect ra general libraries, what may we expect
to find with respect to special Libraries? In fact
d o you know what special libraries exist in the
other Americas? If not, might not this Association serve its awn purpose well by finding out?
Prior to my present employment, my own
work was historical research, among Spanish
documents. Digging deep into original sources,
in archives, one comes upon the taproots of thc
special libraries you are going to find do exist in
the other American republics. Among 16thcentury Spanish documents one discovers the
earliest works princedon thosematters which interested most the 16th and succeeding centuries.
Those first thin booklets were hardly distinguishable in the minds of scholars and statesmen
of the time, from the written word. They were
filed away like manuscript. So between a governor's despatch on the state of his jurisdiction,
perhaps, one finds the earliest treatise on military and naval construction, with special
reference to varieties of woods available in the
Indies, meaning the Americas. Or together with
a bishop's or a pravincial's report upon spiritual
conditions in a given diocese, one comes upon an
early work a n the New World's contribution of
strange herbs and barks to the Old World's
knowledge of medicine; or a treatise a n mining

-

and metallurgy, or on indigenous languages
with rare vocabularies in vanished native
tongues.
Between your splendid special libraries here,
rich in "the latest," and those other ancient
special libraries there in cathedrals, in monasteries, in the acadcmies of medicine whichflourished when the United Stares was thirteen
colonies, rich in "the earliest," you should be
able to set up a strong current o i interchange
which would contribute importantly to closer
relations between libraries and librarians and,
perhaps even more important. among readers in
libraries for whom the institution, its books
and its librnrian exist.
Upon the conclusion of Dr. Wright's talk
Miss Adelaide Hasse prosecuted the following
resolution which was voted upon and approved
by the Association.
U ' x e n ~ ~The
s : Special Libraries Asrociarion rakes
cognizance 01 the importance 01 bibliographic work
already done and now being done by Latin American
academic and scientific bodies, as mdl as of the growing special library movrmenc in Larin Ameiican
trchnical acrivitier; and
W ~ r e n ~Ir~ sis: mosr desirable lor the good of our
own services thar means for a wider knowledge of
those acrii,iries be made more gencraliy available ro
all North American libraries;
Tbrrcforc: Be it resolved thar rhe Specid Libraries
Association shall auiiiorize rhe appointment of a
group to explore the method by which a bercer acquainranceship berwern the SL.A and Latin American special librarianship may be achiered.

PROFESSIONAL COOPERATION IN LIBRARY PROGRESS:
A SERTESO P PARALLEL
DISCUSSIONS
SETTTNGFORTH
THE ORGANIZATION,
PERSONNEL
AND
TRAINING,
~ L I B L I C A T I O N S , TECHNICAL
PROCESSES,
ACTIVITIESAND PROGRESS
O B AMERICAN
LIBRARY
A S S ~ C I A TAI N~ DN SPECIALLIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION

REPORTED
by ELEANOR
CAVANAUGH,
Lib~uriun,
Standard Statatistics Co. Inc., New York
SECOND GENERAL SESSION
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F WE can believe what the convention delegates tell us, one of the high-lights a i the
convention was thc panel discussion held at
World War Memorial, Tuesday night, June 4th,
between representarivrs of American Library
Association and Special Libraries Associarim.
Miss Mary McLean, American Bankers Association, New York, wjs chairman of the meeting.
Mr. Carl H. Pvlilam, Secretary, American 1.i-

brary Association, Chicago, and Mr. Errett W.
McDiarmid, Jr., Illinois Library School, Urbana, Illinois, represented American Library
Associ;rtion while Miss Eleanor S. Cavanmgh,
Standard Sratistics Company, New Yurk, and
Miss Marion Rawls, Burnham Library of Architecture, Art Institute, Chicago, upheld the
honor a i Special Libraries Association. The
meeting was entirely informal and was arranged

primarily to dicsuss possible ways and means of
cooperation between the two associations.
Before the meeting it was agreed by the participants that interruptions and mild heckling
would be in order and that, if possible, each side
would try to embarrass the other. However,
only enough of this to liven up themeeting took
place for the meeting took a more serious slant.
The organization, aims and activities of each
association were re7,iewed by the members of
A.L.A. and S.L.A. The most interesting difference was in the financial set-up of the two organizations. A.L.A. has a budget of approximately $400,000 per annum, a portion of which
is contributed by membersbipdues, another part
by sales of publications and subscriptions, another part by endowments, and the rest by
grants for special purposes. This puts A.L.A. in
the rich uncle class. S.L.A. has a budget of approximately $12,000 received from membership
dues and sales of publications, which are compiled and edited by volunteer labor. So S.L.A.
belongs to the poor but hard-working proud relative class. Naturally, A.L.A. with a membership of nearly 17,bX) would contribute a larger
amount of dues than the smaller membership of
S.L.A. with only 2300 members.
The delegates were interested particularly in
the discussion outlining the aims and purposes
of the Third Activities Report, which proposed
in part that S.L.A. become a section of A.L.A.
The consensus of opinion seemed to be that, a t
least for the time being, S.L.A. had little to gain
by becoming a party to this plan. One A.L.A.
representative did not care particularly whether
S.L.A. came into the plan; but the other A.L.A.
representative went on record to the effect, thar
A.L.A. "needed the example of an active, wellplanned group within the field." One S.L.A.
member felt that our Association had little to
gain and much to lose by such an arrangement,
while the second S.L.A. representative was
willing to be convinced on either side of the
question.
Another point for discussion, which brought
particular interest from the floor, war training
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for librarv service. Amone the interesting ooints
enumerated on this subject was the consideration of the question rhat library schools should
include spe;ial library train& in their curricula. This led to the question whether library
training or a knowledge of subject matter was
the more important in special library work. The
meeting seemed to indicate rhat both were
necessary. If an individual started with one of
the two, the other must be acquired in order to
do efficient work in a specialized field. A new
idea for training raised by the discussion from
the floor concerned the possibilities of a correspondence course in library science.
At this point the panel attacked the question
of active cooperation between the two associations. Each association was inclined to place the
bIame for lack of interest and cooperation upon
the other. The discussion was lively and the
following means of cooperation were suggested:
(1) appointments of A.L.A. members on S.L.A.
committees and vice versa; (2) joint regional
meetings of the two associations; (3) joint puhlication projects; (4) a joint survey of source
material.
Due to the lack of time nothing definite could
be decided regarding these points, although the
discussion was most stimulating and worthwhile. When the air was cleared of minor misunderstandings between the two associations,
the idea of cooperation had been firmly instilled
into those present a t this meeting. The convention delegates departed imbued with the idea
that there was a place in the library world for
both associations, working individually in
their individual spheres, but also that there
were certain places where it would be not only
to the advantage of the two associations but also
to the library profession for A.L.A. and S.L.A.
to cooperate on definite projects.
It is to be hoped that the ideas revealed at this
panel discussionand the interest created will not
pass into the limbo of yesterdays, but that some
definite effort for cooperation between the two
associations will he tested out in the immediate
future.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF GUTENBERG'S INVENTION*
BY D O ~ G LCA. MCMURTRIE,
S
Director
Typography, Ludlow Typograph Company; Chairman, Invention of Printing
Anniversary Committee, International Association of Printing House
Craftsmen; National Editor, American Imprints Inventory.
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BANQUET

ICTOR HUGO wrote with conviction
that the greatest event in world history
was the invention of printing. And many
an authority, viewing history from varied
angles, isdisposed toconcur with thisstatement.
The present year of 1940 marks the 5(K)th
anniversary of the invention of printing with
movable types by Johann Gutenberg of Mainz,
then a free city-state of the shadowy Holy Roman Empire. Why da we celebrate this anniversary? Because of the vitally important service
that printing has rendered t o civilization. From
printed books, magazines or newspapers we
have learned almost everything we know. Historians tell us that printing has had a p a l : influence on the course of history. It has made
possible public education; it has provided the
channel for interchange of opinion which has
brought into being representative government
of free peoples.
Born between the years 1397 and 1400, of
patrician parents, as Johann Gensfleisch, the
inventor-of-printing-to-be took on the name of
the paternal mansion, the Hof zum Gutenberg,
and became known as "Johann Gensfleisch
called Gutenberg," later shortened to the name
by which we now know him.
Ar that time Europe was emerging from the
intellectual sleep of the Dark Ages, and people
were taking a new and active interest in education. With the rise of the crafts and the guilds,
more fathers began to earn enough t o send their
sons to a private schoolteacher t o learn the
rudiments of education. An early and urgent
need of a schoolboy was a copy of the Latin
grammar, known from the name of its author,
as the Donotur.
Early in the fifteenth century, the average
family did not own a single hook. The man who
did have a book, owned an object of curiosity
t o his neighbors. The man who owned ten or
twenty books was either very rich, or a king or
prince. Even successful business men or craftsmen could not write their own business letten
or contracts and had to call in a professional
scribe or clerk t o write these for them.
There were books, of course, but each one
was individually written out by a scribe, which
*Abridged.

was a labariaus and expensive process. A book
of considerable size might take a skilled workman a year to write, or rather letter, by hand,
so the volume had to be sold for nor less than a
year's payroll, plus cast of materials and profit.
A Bible might well have taken four years t o
write, and for this reason few churches could
afford a copy.
Even copies of the little Latin grammar had
to be hand-written, and i t seems that the need
fur same process for economically producing
copies of the Donatus may well have determined Gutenberg to devote his life and his fortune t o discovering a way to duplicate books so
cheaply, that all who needed them could have
them. It is significant that seventeen out of the
first nineteen pieces of printing known t o have
been produced by Gutenberg were successive
editions of the Latin grammar which was so
sorely needed by the rapidly increasing number
of schoolboys.
When Gutenberg started his experiments with
printing, he had several materials and processes
a t his disposal which helped assure the success
of his efforts. The Europeans had learned the
art of making paper some years before the invention of printing, and paper mills were being
established 211 over Europe. Papermaking was
invented in China in the year 105AD. but it took
the secret of its manufacture a thousand years
t o reach Europe. Therefore, an inexpensive substance on which to print was fortunately
available.
The Chinese had also invented the art of block
printing at least as early as the eighth century.
By this process pictures or text or both were cut
on blocks of wood, the portions of the block
which were not to show in the print being cut
away. Such a block was laid face up and inked
with a water-color ink. A sheet of paper was
then laid on and pressed against the block with
a rubber, thus transferring the impression to the
sheet.
The world's earliest known printed book was
produced in China by this method in the ninth
century. The process of block printing also became known in Europe before Gutenberg began
his work. Movable types were also produced in
China long before the European invention of

printing, hut there is no evidence that any
knowledge regarding them ever reached Europe.
Screw presses were used in Europe in a number of industries, so a press presented no p r o b
lem. The oil paints which artists were just
beginning to use could easily he adapted t o provide a heavy ink which would stick t o metal
types.
Gutenberg's most serious problem was t o find
a way of manufacturing individual types in
quantity, square enough and accurate enough to
arrange in lines and lock up in a page, and durable enough t o be used over and over again;
so thar they could be used t o print, not one book,
but many books. Apparently i t took years of
costly experimentation to solve the problem of
successfully making accurately cast metal types.
When the inventor perfected the process of
typecasting, the success of his effort t o produce
books a t a cost t o bring them within the reach
of everyone was assured.
After Gutenberg's experiments proved successful, he returned to his native city of Mainz
where he began laying plans far production of
his first famous Bible. In order to print this
Bible, Gutenberg needed financial backing,
which he obtained from a Mainz capitalist,
Johann Fust. Gutenberg borrowed from Fust 800
gulden, which was a large sum of money, and
gave as security the tools and equipment which
he was t o make. It is apparent that the proceeds
of this first loan were expended without making
sacisfactory progress on the actual production
of the Bible, so when Gutenberg came back for
another large loan, Fust gave it t o him, hut
insisted on being taken into partnership, so thar
he could make sure that production of the Bible
was pushed through. But before the great book
was completed, Fust foreclosed on his loans and
Gutenberg was squeezed out of the enterprise.
Fust took Peter Schoeffer, who had been Gutenberg's helper, into partnership with him and
later gave him the hand of his daughter in
marriage. The firm of Fust and Schoeffer
went on to produce many beautifully printed
hooks.
The book commonly referred t o as the
"Gutenberg Bible" included no statement as t o
where, when, or by whom i t was printed. From
a document recording the lawsuit between Fust
and Gutenberg, we know the identity of the men

engaged in its production. In one copy of this
great book the chapter headings, initials, et
cetera, were added in red, by a rubricator (meaning "red ink man") who, fortunately for us,
wrote in the date, August 24, 1456, when his
work was completed. Though not the first
printed hook, the world's first important printed
book was, therefore, probably completed in
1455. The volume was large in dimensions and
comprised 1282 printed pages, each set in two
columns with 42 lines of type in each column.
Therefore experts refer to i t as the 42-line Bible.
It is estimated that about 150 copies were
printed. Only one page was printed at each impression of the press.
In 1457 Fust and Schaeffer printed, in three
colors, a Psalter which is the mast beautiful
book produced during the fifteen century. On its
last page was a statement telling us where,
when, and by whom it was printed. Only in one
copy may be seen the first printer's mark, the
crossed shields which are widely known today
in the emblem of the International Association
of Printing Hause Craftsmen.
Gutenberg went on t o do other printing, but
he does not appear to have prospered. In his
last years he enjoyed a pension granted him
by the Archbishop of Mainz. When he died early
in 1468, the equipment which he had used was
claimed by a friend who had bought it.
So the inventor of the world's most useful art
did not reap a reward in what the world counts
as rvealth. But before his death he saw prinrinp
accepted and put t o good use. He saw printers
whom he had trained go out to Italy and
Switzerland to establish presses there. Civilization was demonstrating the practical value of
the work he had done so well.
Gutenberg's claim to the honor of being the
inventor of printing with movable types has
been auestianed in the Dast and the claims of
some rival contenders, based largely on legend,
have been advanced. But no competent historian
today questions the specifif documentary
evidence on which rests the fsme of Johann
Gutenberg.
Such was the epic story of the man who gave
mankind its greatest and most useful gift. It is
said that every printed word is a monument ro
Gutenberg. To what finer memorial could any
man aspire?

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
T H l R D GENERAL SESSION
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GAIN i t is my privilege to stand before you
and ta present to you a record of stewardship as President of the Special Libraries Association. It has been said erroneously,
I am now convinced, that a President's second
term is much easier than the first. This fallacy
lies only in the minds of the members of the
Nominating Committee for I am sure that many
second-termers will deny its truth.
There have been diverse happenings in the life
of S.L.A. this past year. Three weeks after my
return from the Baltimore Conference, I left
for California to attend the A.L.A. Convention
and to visit the San Francisco Bay Region and
the Southern California Chapters. The visits t o
these Chapters proved to me the loyalty of their
members t o S.L.A. We in the East and MidWest could well follow their examples in publicity, educational courses and meeting programs. The election af Josephine B. Hallingsworth for Second Vice-president last year was
a stroke of genius, because it has made these
members feel they are distinctly a part of S.L.A.
While in Los Angeles, I persuaded Miss Hollingsworth to take the office of Chapter Liaison
Officer this year and to edit the Chirptar :Twn
Crier. Knowing that she would not be able ra be
present a t Board Meetings, I felt that she would
be brought more in contact with Chapter and
Association activities by assuming this responsibility. Those of you who have seen the two
issues of this Chapter publication know how
efficiently she tackled this job.
My visit to the West Coast also convinced me
that in the very near future S.L.A. should plan
to hold a Convention there. I r i s ten years since
we went to San Francisco in 1930. By holding
a Convention in Los Angeles within the next
two years, we, as an Association, not only will
show our western Chapters our appreciation of
what they are doing but also we willmake them
better acquainted with the inner workings of
S.L.A. Why not let us begin to think of California for 19422 By doing this we can plan our
vacations at the same time, so that the expense
involved will not be so heavy.
Shortly after my return from California, I
received the sad news that Standard Statistics
would no longer be able to house Headquarters
Office rent-free, which it had been doing for t h e
ST eight years. When Miss Cavanaugh in
great distress telephoned me that her Company
was renting its fourteenth floor and, therefore,
would need all available space for its own use, I,
t o put i t mildly, felt as if the earth had ial-
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lapsed under my feet. I immediately wrote
the Boardmembers telling them and asking their
advice. After much looking around for suitable
quarters a t a reasonable rent, the final result is
our present Headquarters Office a t 31 East 10th
Street, New York City. This new office is
located on the fifth floor of the G . E. Stechert
and Company building, and has 800 feet of
space, giving us room for expansion. The rent is
$690 annually or $57.50 each month.
Unfortunately, this additional expenditure
slowed up a number of projects I had hoped
would be under way by now. The most important of these was the appointment of a professional assistant a t Headquarters, who would be
responsible for editing SPECIALLIBRARIBS
and
other Association publications, as well as for
planning a publicity program t o promote the
activities of the Association. However, I have
not entirely given up hope that eventually this
will come to pass. In fact, i t must bernmea reality for the very simple reason that it is essential
for the future growth of S.L.A.
When I realized that the Association needed
to build up its finances to meet this additional
expense, and that the best way to do this would
be through increased membership, I looked
around for the best person to act as Membership
Chairman. I know you will all agree with me
that we have had a most efficient Chairman this
past year, Laura Woodward. Later this morning
she will give you a report of the results of the
Membership Drive. There is, however, one
point which is, in my estimation, particul:trly
serious. Although we almost reached the goal of
500 new members set by Miss Woodward, the
members resigned or dropped for "on-payment
of dues cut this figure to less than half the number gained. As I told you last year in my annual
report, if the amount needed to finance the operation of S.L.A. cannot be covered by present
dues, then we will have to increase them. Many
members are in favor of this move, for they realize that this is absolutely necessary in order t o
finance the various projects which are waiting
to he developed.
Like the natioi~algovernment, the S.L.A. has
great difficulty in balancing its budget. This
year it was particularly so on account of the
added burden of renr and moving expenses.
When the FINANCECOMMITTBE
met to draw up a
workable budget for 1940, all expenses were
thoroughly analyzed and scarcely an item escaped a cut in one form or another. It had been
hoped that this year would see a provision made

to increase the reserve fund, but, unfortunately,
that was impossible. However, there is a silver
light shining in that this fund was not impaired
by these added expenses. At one time i t was
thought that this might have to be done.
I wish i t were possible to impress upon the
S.L.A. members the grave importance of increasing the revenue of the Association. When I
have visited Chapters this year, I have preached
continually the need for more money. I have
done this, because 1wanted the membership as a
whole t o realize the gravity of the situation.
There is no reason why an Association with
over 2,300 members always should be i n financial difficulties. One of the simplest ways t o accomplish this would be for those who hold
local memberships to transfer to Associate, for
those who are Associate members to become Active, and for every organization with a library
to take out un Institutional membership. This
will be the last time I, as President, will mention finances. However, I would like to leave
this office with the comfortable feeling, that
some of the pleas that I have made on this subject have borne fruit and that your new officers
will not have to spend their valuable time worrying over this problem.
Before passing on to other activities, I wish t o
say a few words on the subject of Proceadingr.
Previously the reports of the Officers, Chapters,
Groups and Committees were published in the
July-August issue of SPECIALLIBRARIBS
and the
papers appeared in the magazine during the year
between the conventions. For the past two years
the Procsedingr have been printed in a separate
volume. Unfortunately, the Association lost
money on both volumes, $397.30 on the 1938
volume and $895.47 on the 1939 volume. This
year I sent a letter co each Chapter President,
Committee and Group Chairman and explained
the situation and asked for suggestions for the
printing of the 1940 Proceedingr. Thirty-four
replies were received but not one recommended
that the papers be printed in monthly issues
throughout the year. Approximately ninety per
cent preferred to have the Pwceedigr published
separately from the magazine. When they realized that this method was not practical a t this
time, they voiced their pwference for a Proceedings issue of SPXIAL Lmn*rnns. Therefore, chis
year it is planned to publish the reports and
papers presented at this Convention in the JulyAugust issue. It is hoped that this will solve a
vital problem and that sufficient extra copies of
this issue will be sold to non-subscribers of the
magazine to pay the additional printing cast
due to the increased number of pages.
Another idea of mine, which I hoped would
be on its way t o accomplishment, was a Public
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Relations moaram. You will remember I mentimed it in my annual report last year and in my
talks before the various Chapters. Again I have
been handicanned because we lacked-the monev
to finance i t properly, and also because I have
not been able to secure the right person for the
Chairmanship. This is not due to the lack of
"right" persons. But the ones, whom I have
approached, have not had time enough to give
to this immense task, and, therefore, would not
assume the responsibility. Here, again, a professional assistant a t Headquarters would be of immense value to the Association. At present we
have two Committees on puhlic relations, the
COMMITTBE
ON TRADEASSOCIATIOSS,
and the
P n o ~ o n oCOMMITTEE.
~
I
B u s ~ s ~ sLIBXARY
s
would suggest that when a Public Relations
program is instituted, these two Committees be
merged as subcommittees of it. Duriog this past
year the former has been dormant, because the
Chairman has had little opportunity to develop
a program a n account of her own work as head
of an efficient Bureau of Business Information.
LIBRARY
PROMOTION
This year the BUSXNESS
COMM~TTEE
has fostered a closer contact between
special libraries and business men through
Chapter meeting programs and individual consultation with executives, who were interested
in organizing libraries within their o m organizations. A definite result of theseefforts was the
appointment of a trained librarian, rather than a
member of the company staff, to head a newly
established library. Through the work of this
Committee, articles on the Special Librxies
Association, or on some special library or on the
best method of organizing a library have appeared in many local magazines and in national
trade publications. The first issue of the Chapter
Tozn C&- was devoted to the subject of Public
Relations and contained excellent suaeestions
-u
for Chapter meetings and Association publicity.
Before leavine the subiect of public relations,
I should like to pass on to the new Board a suggestion made to me recently. It was suggested
that the Association present an annual award to
the individual who has succeeded in having
published the largest number of articles on the
aspects of special libraries in various magazines,
newspapers and trade papers. Such an endeavor
would not only lend prestige to the member, but
also ro her Company and t o S.L.A.
When I took the Presidency two years ago,
one of the goals I set before myself was t o visit
as many S.L.A. Chapters as possible. Through
the generosity of my Company both as t o time
and money, I was able t o complete my swing
around the circle. In addition to the two western
Chapters this year, I have heen to Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati and Boston. I spent a day in ColumL A

-

bus discussing Chapter possibilities, visited for
thesecond time the Albany Chapter en route to
Boston, talked before the Baltimore Chapter
duringmy attendancein Washington a t the Convention of the Inter-American Bibliographical
and Library Associatian, before which I was invited as S.L.A. President to speak on "Privateor
Special Libraries,'' attended several New York
Chapter Meetings and spoke before the first
meeting of the year of the New Jersey Chapter.
These visits were of inestimable value t o me in
acauirine a clear ~ i c t u r eof the Association as a
&ole. w h a t has;nspired me most during these
visits was the sincere loyalty for the Association
and the enthusiasm f o i i t s h u r e development.
In addition to my attendance at the Convention of the Inter-American Bibliographical and
Library Association, Laura Woodward and
Ruth Savord represented S.L.A. last December
a t the Conference on Inter-American Relations
in the Field of Public Relations and Libraries,
and Adelaide Hasse was the official S.L.A. rcpresentative a t the Eighth American Scientific
Congress. Besides these conferences, your President attended the Regional Library Conference
of Middle Atlantic States a t Hershey, Pa., last
October and the Dental Library meeting a t the
Centenary Celebration of the American Dental
Association in Baltimore in March.
One problem which confronted the Board this
year was the reorganization af the editorial
policy of the Technical Book Rsviaw I d e x . For the
past five years the Association has been fortunate in having Granville Meixell with her
skilled technical experience for Editor of this
valuable publication and also in having the

leased from the editorship. In order to place the
editing of the Index under capable direction, a
Committee was appointed to survey the field.
The result of this survey was theapproval by the
Board ro transfer the editorial office, beginning
with Volume VI of the Indax, from New York
t o Pittsburgh, where i t will be supervised by
Mr. Ellwood McClelland, Technical Librarian
of the Pittsburgh Carnegie Library, and edited
by some one appointed by him. Mr. McClelland
has generously offered to supply desk space,
typewriter facilities and the use of his technical
periodical collection, far the use of the Editor of
T.B.R.I. The future editorial policy will be in
the hands of a Committee consisting of Edith
Portman, Ellwood McClelland and J o h n Fectig,
Chairman. The Association is again fortunate in
securing the services of Mr. McClelland, a technical expert, whose brain-child the T . B . R . I .was
originally.

Last year as an experiment abstracts of reports
of Chapters, Groups and Committees were
mailed to all members who registered far the
Convention. By having these abstracts prior t o
the business meeting, i t was hoped that the
members would read them and thus be better
prepared t o enter into discussions. This experiment was received so well that i t was voted to
repeat i t this year. I hope you have had time t o
read them and will enter into the general discussions following this report and those of the
Liaison Officers.
The A n c m v ~ sCOMMITTEE
has been dropped
during the year. It was felt that so Little had
been accomplished by this Committee the year
previous that it was useless t o continue its
existence, until a more definite program could
be developed. Personally I believe such a Committee has a definite place in our Association. I
would suggest that <bought be given to its revival along the lines of collecting historical
dara far o& own files. It is astonishing how
ignorant we are about certain phases of the history of S.L.A. It is time we filled up these gaps.
During the summer I appointed a CONPERBNCE ADVISORY
COMMIITBEto compile a Convention Manual and to assist Convention Chairmen in planning annual conventions. The members of this Committee are Laura Woodward,
Jolan Fertig and Mary Jane Henderson. Two
more special representatives have been appointed. Eleanor Cavanaugh has been asked to
serve as the S.L.A. representative on the ADVISOXY COMMITTEB
O N TESTSA N D MBASUREMENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICAN
LIBRARY
SCHOOLS,and Dr. Donald Cable represents
O N FOREIC.N
S.L.A. on the A.L.A. COMM~TTEZ
IMPO~TATION~.
Mr. Herman H. Henkle has been
of
chosen Chairman of the JOINT COMMITTEE
A.L.A.
S.L.A. TO Sunvar rrrs SPECIAL
L I B ~ A RFIELD.
Y
While Chapters and Groups deal with individual problems, the work of the Committees
tells the story of the activities of the national
Association. The files of the CLASSIP~CATION
COMM~TTEB
are consulted constantly by library
school instructors and library students who are
studying theory and comparative classification
as well as by our own members who desire help
with their own collections.
I urge you t o study carefully the report of the
EMPLOYMENT
COMMITTI.BE
when it appears in the
Procwdingi issue of SPECIALLIBRARIES.The
Committee Chairman has made several excellent
recommendations to those seeking new positions. A particularly valuable contribution
which is being considered by the Committee, is
the compilation of a scrapbook which can be
used by unemployed librarians when they ap-
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I wish that Mrs. Ruth McG. Lane were here
proach prospective employers. This scrapbook
will contain suggestions of services which today to tell you of the very important piece of
librarians can perform for an organization.
work which is being undertaken by the Axen,Since last June the Chairman of the DUPLICATE
C A N STANDARDS
ASSOCIATION
SECTIONAL
COMExcmNoe COMMITTEEhas compiled and dis- MITTEB 2-39 on "Standardization in the Field
tributed eight lists of material free of charge to of Library Work and Documentation." Mrs.
Association members except for transportation Lane is the S.L.A. representative on this Comcosts. These lists, the pages of which have run mittee. One of the many projects considered is
from 12 t o 179, were distributed t o 168 different the form and arrangement of scientific periodilibraries. The largest number of items distrih- cals and classification systems. In the May issue
uted from a single list was 19,275. The work of Indvrrriol Standarditation there is an article on
involved in the preparation of these lists is tre- the proposed work of this Committee. Be sure t o
mendous and the Association owes Beatrice read it, as well as Mrs. Lane's report in this ProLIDRAR~S.
Howell a debt of gratitude for the time and ceeding~issue of SPECIAL
energy she has put into this work. I heartily
Last but not least is the CONVENTION
COMagree with a recommendation she made for the MITTEB. The activities of this Committee begin
future, that more publicity be given t o this a t the end of one Convention and continue
service. It should be one of the best selling steadily throughout the year t o the next one. I
need not tell you of the enormity of the work
points for attracting Institutional Members.
Another report which I earnestly desire that performed by Mrs. Irene Strichy and her Com
you read in full, when i t is printed, is that of the mittee because the achievements of these past
Chairman of the C o n r ~ r r r s nON INDEXES TO four days speak for themselves.
Last June we started the Association year
SOURCES
OP STATISTICAL
INFORMATION.
It is in the
form of an inventorv of the work of the Com- without an Editor. 1 know you will agree with
mittee during the past four years. Although the me, that we were fortunate in having Virginia
Chairman cites several failures, I can assure Meredith accept this oihce. Her work this
you that its accomplishments overshadow the past year has been outstanding and I sincerely
wish it were possible for her to continue
failures.
S
has been her Editorship. However, she does not feel
This vear the M E T ~ O DCOMMITTEE
by no means inactive. Definite proof of this is thnt she can do this on account of pressure
the s~lendidexhibit of methods material on dis- of other duties. Later she will tell you of her
LIBRARIES.
play a t this Convention. During the year ar- dream fur the future of SPECIAL
No doubt those of you who receive regularly
ticles on the scope and purpose of this CommitOne of the Wilron B u l l ~ t i nhave noticed the page entee have appeared in SPECIALLIBRARIES.
its future projects is the issuance of handbooks titled "The Special Librarian." This is a new
which will cover methods and short cuts for venture and an entirely new held for the special
library idea. Mary E. Newsome, Librarian of
rhe various types of special libraries.
The STUDENT
LOANFUNDCOMMITTEE
has lent Suffolk University, Boston, is its Editor. She
$400 during the past eleven months to librarians is here at the Convention and I know she would
who wished t o continue their library studies. be glad t o have suggestions for future articles.
In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciaInquiries regarding loans have been received
tion t o those who h a w done so much to aid me
from several other possible applicants.
n ~ s
has i n carrying out the many duties entrusted t o the
The P ~ o a e s s r o ~~a r~ n m ~ COMMITTEE
been one of the busiest Committees. Irs program office af President. The Chapter Presidents,
is of such vital significance to us that I have Group and Committee Chairmen deserve a large
asked Miss Morley, the Chairman, to present i t measure of praise for their constant cooperation
in full. The work of the PUBLICATIONS
COMMIT- in conducting the activities and affairs of the
Association.
T E E is 8150 of vast importance to the AssociaTo my fellow officers and to the directors, I
tion. Although this year the Association has
issued only two publications, one, Thr Hand- express my sincere gratitude. They have given
book of Commmiol and Financial Seiuicm, com- unlimitedly of their energy and advice. It has
piled by Dorothy Avery and her Conmitree; the been a pleasure to have worked with them.
It has been an honor and a privilege to have
other, Blrsineir and the Public Library, edited by
Marian Manley and members of the Public served as your President these past two years.
Business Librarians Group, bath are among our The many pleasant experiences and associations
besi sellers. Two publications, Banking and Fi- will live long in my memory. It is my hope that
you will give t o my successor the same devotion
nancial Subject H w d i n p , by Marguerite Burnett,
and Trada-Name Index, sponsored by Science- and support you have given me.
ALMAC. MITCHILL
Technology Group, are ready fur printing.
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FIRST GENERAL SESSION

T

HE first general session of the Thirty-Second
Annual Convention of Special Libraries Association was opened officially Tuesday morning,
June 3, 1940, wirh the President, Alma C. Mitchill,
presiding. After a few woids of appreciarioo for the
excellent work accomplished by Irene M. Stieiby,
Chairman of rhe Convention Committee, President
Mirchill inrroduced Mr. Floyd 1. McMurray, Indiana
Srate Superintendent of Public Instruction, who welcomed the delegates to Indianapolis. In his talk Mr.
McMwray brought out the fact that i t war difficult
t o speak of Indiana wirhour mentioning someone
famous in literature. He said Indiana war the home oi
James Whircomb Riley, Meredith Nicholson, Edward
Egglesron, Lew Wallace. Gene Srratton Porter and
many others. Mr. McMurray concluded by saying,
"Welcome from the ends of rhe conrinenr to the crossroads of America."
On behalf of Special Libraries Association Laura A.
Woodward, Firsr Vice-President of the Association,
responded to Mr. McMurray's address of welcomr.
Miss Woodward said that since "Uiilizarion ol Resources" was the theme of the Convention, the program planned by Mrs. Srreiby and rhe committees
would show how to develop resources and how to use
them.
President Mitchill then introduced Mary Louise
Alexander, Director, Bibliographical Planning Committee of Philadelphia, who gave the keynote address
on "Undeveloped Opporrunities for Special Library
Service" (see pages 183-192). This was followed by a
must worth-while speecii on "Who is your Publicand
How do you Serve it?" by K. B. ELLiorr,Vice-President
and Director of Customer Relations, Studebakrr Corporarion, South Bend, Indiana (see pages 193-195). The
larr addressof thesrssion was presented by Dr. Irene A.
U'rigiir, Division of Culcural Relations, U. S. D e p r r nmt ofstare, Washingxm, D. C., on "Frontiers to the
South; Hispanic-American Library Resources" [see
pager 195-1972

The following were rheparticipants:Cail H. Milam,
Secretary, American Library Association, Chicago;
Eleanor 5. Cavanaugh, Standard Statistics Company,
Inc., New York; Erreir W. McDiarmid, Jr., Illinois
Library School, Urbana, III.;MarionRawls, Burnham
Library of Architecture, Art Institute, Chicago. Miss
Mary McLean, American Bankers Association, New
York, was the leader of chis discussion (see pages
197-198).

BANQUET
The Annual Banquer, dedicared to the 500th Anniversary of Printing, took place Wednesday evening,
June Sth, in the Riley room of die Clpypool Horel.
Mirr Caroline Dunn. President of the Indianapolis
Chapter, presided. The toastmaster was Eugene C.
Pulliam, President Central Newspaper, Inc., and Indianapolis Broadcasting Ca. He said that Hoosiers
were never happier than when playins host to people
they liked.
Howard L. Stebbins, Social Law Library, Boston,
gave a rribucc to rhe pase edirorr of SPECIAL
LIBRARIBS.
From 1910 to the present rime there have been eleven
editors, lour of whom were present a t the banquet.
No issues o f S ~ e uL~mr n ~ n ~have
e s been skipped since
i t was starred in 1910 by Dr. John A. Lapp with sixty
original subscribers.
Dr. Julin A. Lapp, National Referee, International
Building Trades Unions, Chicago, responded. He said
thst SPBCIALL ~ R A RIVPSI ~born only a block away
from rile Horel Claypool abour thirry years ago. Ar
char fime nor more than twenty-hve business houses
had librarians. He congratulated the Association for
irs splendid work in the past and presenr.
Douglas C. McMurtric, Ludlow Typograph Company, Chicago, and Ediror, American Imprints Inventory, tlien spoke un ' T h e Signihcance o i Gutenberg's Inrenrion" (see pages 199-2m). In connecrion
wirh his calk he showed slides o i some of the famous
books in hiscoiy.

SECOND GENERAL SESSION

T H I R D GENERAL SESSION

The Second General Session oi the Convention was
held Tuesday evening June 4th. at 'he World War

After die President, Alma C. Mitchill, called the
Third General Session of Special Libraries Associarion
to order on Thursday morning, June 6th, rhe President
read a letter from Arthur F. Ridlcy, Chairman of the
Association of Special Libraries and Informarion Bureaux, London, England, as iollowi:

Memorial wirh thePresident,MissMitclrill,presidmg.
This meeting was devored to a panel discussion of
"Professional Cooperarim in Library Progress: A
series ol Pcrillcl Discusrions S ~ t t i n gFurrh the 0rg;mization, Prrsunnel and Training, Publications, Tecimical Processes, Aciiiirics and Progress of American
Library Association and Special Libraries Association.''

"On this occasion ol the 32nd Annual Convention of the
S ~ e c i r lLibraries Association may wc convey our lwaxtiert
good wishes for the s u c c e ~ sof t i l e meeting at Indianapolis.
Your Convention theme. 'Utilization of Kcsources' ir a
slogan that should strike a resliunsive note in the breasts of

all users of soecirlist information, whether they may be in
~
~formerly~ housed~in rhree ~locations,
i ~ ~
the beleaguered Old World or in that New World of t h e
quarters office, the reserve supply room, and the storeA m e n o s which must iulm its destiny as the
01
unbiased knowledge and freedom oi oprinion. Although it has
room space shaced with the library of Standard Scarisproved unfortunately irn~ossiblefor us to be officially repretics Company,
Inc..
delegate
to
your
~
~
our
L
h
o
u
~
~
~
t
s
~
~ has now
~ been made
~ readily accesi
by
will be with you ~ozetherwith our sincere hooer for the
sible for rhe firsr rime since the national ofice was
future oi your Association."
moved from Providence in 1931. Approximarely six

~

ld

.

~

hundred linear leer of shelving have provided room
for prriodicalr, publications, stnriunery and mpplies.
Ir has been pairicularly s&facrorY to reporr that
on May 31, 1940,94.6 per cent of the budgeted income
of
~ ~ , aperarions lor the entire calendar and fiscal
year of $13,OW, has been received and banked t o the
..Have
at Tecllnicai
in
medic of thechecking account of the Association, due
to the help of individual members, Chapter Officers,
~ ~ i ~ ~
i i~~ kl ainhas
,d . been comckteiy destroyed m d rmeal
is being made to obtain gills 01 bmks to h e l ~rebuild m <he ~
~
~ Commirrce,
b
~ and~Headquarters
~
h staff.
i
~
kction. . . . The Technical University of Helsinki is the
This year the sayings account uf the ~ssociationand
onlvUniversitvoiitskindinthecaunrrv,andit~de~trllction
will have the most danserous conseiluences for higher techr k S.L.A. S r ~ d c n tLoan Fund account hare been
nicd education. The Government and the i l e o ~ l eare doing
whatever can be done in
to rebuild
as
included in the record-keeping a t Headquarters.
The hrsr Life member of the Association, formerly an
e.
are deoending on eauipmeat and
Q U ~ C ~ I Y o o ~ ~ i b l They
scientific literature t o be bought iiom foreign countries.
N~,,.york chapter,
'.Many libraries were lost. either as z consesuence of tile
now has been enrolled.
bombardments or in connection vitil L I , ~ treaty 01
among thnsc I should mention the Library of Vii~uri.
hi$
a cover was designed h r rhe Chapter
115,000 volumes, and tile smaller libraries in the ceded area
~ f h , Vice-Pmizw,owvolumes were lost. Theseeatimaterdo in. Taw" Crier by Miss H ~ l i i n g ~ w ~Second
dude the libraries of schools and learned societies. The repdent andChaprer LiaisonOfficer, andexecuted through
reaentative of the Finnish Relief Fund. I n c . Mr. Robert
thecourtesy ofiheNationalPreridentandrhe~rafting
Maverick, estimates that the roba able number of all liDepartment of rhe Public Service Corporation of New
braries of au~laaresdestroycdis250. . . .
"Can you do anything to bring thi3 l o aftention of
JrrSey.~trhowedthelocarionofNationalHeadqnarters
convention. eeoecirllv Science-Technology G r o u ~and
,
Eiyr
t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ i t ~ t ~ h e l ~ b ~ c o l ~ ~ ~and
t ithe
~ ~sixteen
h o ~ kChapters
~ i ~ t hin~the
i ~united
f l e ~States
d r l and
~ die
Dominion of Canada. The Chopirr Town Crier was disKindly send lists of material to Miss Evans.
tribured to members of the National Executive Board,
President Mirchill then announced that the previous
NationalCammitteeChairmen, NationalGroupChairday she bad met with = f e w members of Special Libramen, Chapter presidents, Chaprer Secterariel, Chaprer
ries Association and hadsent a relegram toMr. Edward Treasurers,and to
on request.
R. Srettinius, Jr., offering rhe assistance of S.L.A. to
AII the names in the 1935 edition of Spici~!Libruricx
the National Defense Commission in Washington. ~i~~~r~~~~frh~Unir~d~totrrnndCanodnnnerecheckedfor
Since ir had not been possible to contact many of the
membership starus behre the beginning of rbe memBoard members before sending this telegram, the Presi- berrhipcampaignonNovember 15,1919. Until the end
dent asked for a vote approving her action. This was f. the membership campaign on April IS, 1940, listgiven unanimously. It was then suggested chat a ings of new and renewal membership payments were
committee be appointed to cooperate with the Narional
mailed to Chaprei hlembership Committee Chairmen,
Defense Commission in Washingcon.
in addition to the regular distribution of this
In rhe President's annual address, Miss Mirchill
informarion co the National President, the National
presented a cross section of the activities of the Assa- Membership Committee Chairman, and the Chapter
ciation during the part year and sommarized the Secretaries and Treasurers.
progress of the work of theNationalCommirreer (see
A iequesr of particular interest war received from
pages 201-204).
Miss Marion Morse, Librarian, Honolulu Academy of
Arts, Hawaii, who became ~Mliatedwirh the AssociaR ~ ~ o nOFrTPE SECRBIARY
r i m as an Arrive member throwh the National ChairDuring the pari year the principal achievement has m a n of the Museum Group. Miss Morse desired an
been che establishment of the National Headqunrreis exchange posirion wirh a librarian on the Atlanric
at 31 East Ten& Street, New York. In August 1939, Caasr beginning in the fall of 1940. Norification of this
Sczndard Sraiisrirs Company. Inc., found it necessary exchange offer was mailed to the Presidenrs of the
ro use far its own deparrments the space which ir had
interesred Chapters.
formerly allorared to the Association during the preIn July 1939 the second edition of Handbook of Cornceding eight years. Special thanks are given to Miss mriial and Finanris! Sersiar was published. Early in
Elemor S. Cavanaugh, Librarian, and to the Officers of the fall the P~~itrdingr
volume of the Thirry-hrrt AnSrandard Statistics Company, Inc., for rheir coopera- nual Conference, Baltimore, was issued and in Febrution in making available ofice space, mimeographing ary, Buiinrrr and rhr Pvblic Libraq was distributed.
and other service faciliiies, without cost.
Inaddition,Institurional members and Acrivemembrrs
I t was the consensus of the members present that
Prcridenr Mitchill reply to Mr. Ridley and convey to
him their deep appreication of his message.
President Mirchill then read a portion of a telegram
~ ~of i
received from ~i~~ ~~~i~~Evans, ~ i b ~Bureau
PublicRoads,DepartmenrofAgriculrure,Washington:

received auromatically SPBCIAILIBRARIES.
Listings of
the Duplicate Exchange Committee were sent Institutional members when requested.
Exhibir sers of all publications, periodicals, and informational marerial have been furnished regularly ro
fifreen Chapters. During the Indianapolis Convention,
such an exhibir rer was on display, so that orders could
be placed for rhis macerial. A similar exhibit was
furnished to the annual meeting of the American
Association for Adult Education, which was held in
New York City in May 1940.
During the fifth annual convenrion of the Libraiv
Binding Institure, ar New York, your Secrerarv artended an enjoyable Joint Luncheon with Librarians.
Considerable time has been *pent with the staff
worker, who w a s responsible for the collation of data
for the forthcoming edition on Librarjrr in the series
of Pjriurr Faii Bookr, which is being prepared by Picture Fact Associates and will be minted by H a r ~ s cR
Bror. Additional phorographic illusciarims ol action
2nd background pictures of special libraries were
needed particularly. I t was requested char myone
haring such p[,otograp,,s
kindly forv;ar,j
them to Headquarrrrs.
During the past year several interesting requesrs
have been made (or iniormation far publication purposes. For the February edition of the Social Sibnn
Grovp Mcnrbirihip Bullriin, a column, enritled "Calling
Headquarters," war prepared by the Secretary. Material war also supplied co one of the major radio oerworks for use by a commentator on an afrcrnoon
program.
Daily contacts have been made through conferences
at Headquarters with persons interested io rhe employment service or other activities of Special Libraries
Associarian.
A grateful tiibute should be paid to Miss Harrier
Bairh, Assirrant to the Secretary, and to Miss Ethel
Hall, Volunteer Worker, who have loyally and emcienrly helped since 1934 in carrying on the additional
work clearing through National Headquarters.
LOISCLARKB
ELIZ-H

.

.

Raeonr on THB ADVE~ISCNG
MANAOBR.
Spu&l Librnrb~
In order to save rime and increase rhe monrhly revenue, an approach to prospecrive advertisers was made
t o obtain a greater number of contiouous advertising
insertions in SPSCEAL
Lraa~mas.Four new ten-rime
contracts were iniriared under this policy in addition
to a number of other conrracts covering adveirising
for shorter periods. Far the fiscal and calendar year
1940, advertising contracts to date toraled $1,197.
T d n i c o l Boob Rrvirw Index
In personal inrerviewr and correspondence relariug
ro advertising for SPECIAL
LIBRAPIES,
an effort has been
made also to solicit advertising for Tuhnicnl Bmk

Rcvicw Indcx, the sponsored periodical of the Associa-

rion.
Exchnnp Adwrtinng

Since the 1939 Conference in Baltimaie, adveirising
copy has run in the I n d w n i d Arts In& and in The
Librory Joirmol for various publicarions issued by
Special Libraries Asrocintion.
E ~ r z r s mLois
~ C~~aaa

As in previous years, the detaikd audited scatement
which accompanies rhis report gives the statement of
the finances of the Association on December 31, 1939.
The quarterly statements have been continued. Our
convention statement is for the period ending April 30,
1940. The cash balances a n April 30, 1940, wirh comarable figures far 1939. are as lollows:
April 30. I940 APril30, I939

.
. . . ~s 4 , m .I1 3 $1,121 9 3
.. ...
869.79
1.078.03
1.09i'99
1,96131
Trade Assaciation . . . . . . . . . . .
3,119.65
3.058 4 3
Student Lozn F u n d . . . . . .. . .
1,191 5 7
48165
Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11.03353
S11.701.55
~operations.
~
~ . . . . .~
Publications.. . . . . . . .
G

..

Of the other cash on hand on April 30,1940, $5,362.30
is in the checking account at the National Ciry Bmk,
Varick Street Branch and $4,429.66 represents our
savings balance a t the Bowery Savings Bank. The
Student Loan Fund has a balance of $1,191.57 in rhe
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank, ar 5 East 42nd
Street. Headquaicers retains rhe usus1 perry cash
account or $50.
The established policy of vouchering all currenr bills
monchly has been continued, therefore, no bills payablt need be reported.
Treasury Bonds in the Reserve Fund remain the same
$2,033.12.
At rhe Executive Board meeting on March 1, 1940,
the Board voted to establish a system of warrsnts or
requisitions for Headquarters 0 6 ~Requisitions
~.
or
warrants for expenses are drawn up ar Headquarterr
Office, sent ro rhe Chairman of rhe Finance Committee
and President for approval and then to the Treasurer
far payment.
Our President has just handed me n lerrer from
the San Francisco Bay Region Chapter conraining
a check far $50. This check is in partial paymenr of
the Loan of $150 ourstanding which was borrowed
from the National Arraciarion to finance the Union
List.
It has been a real pleasure for me to acr in the capacity of Treasurer for the Association during the past
year. In the first place it has brought me many pleasant
associations and in the second place it has provided me
with more inrimztc knowledge of the affairs and projects of the Association.
J o s a ~ r n mI. Gnasmvoor,
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June. . . . . . . .
July. . . . . . .
Augurr . . . . . . .
September.
.
October.. .
November.. .
December. . . . .

.

-

.
.
---

Totd . . . . . . $20,456.08 $2,839 0 1 $2,327.40 $360.00
1

Student Loan Fund: Loan to Member of New York Chaotei.

Cnrh Bal,

12/31/38
C a ~ hBalnnrn, Dznrnbrr 31, 1938

CheckingiSa~iugsipcffy Cash. $ 9,52564
Cash Recelprs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,757.63
T o t d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $28,283 27
Less Disbursements
Cash Balances, Deccmber 31, 1939
Checkine/Savines/Prtt~
Cash. 20.41608
",
.

.

Balance, December 31, 1939. . . . .

5 7,827.19

Lrrr PICp q m m Snrplu
for 1939
12/31/38

12/31/39

for 1940

Surplul
l2f 1/19

General Operarims (inc. Convention). . . . .
S p e d Libruriri. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'Publications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
' T , c h n i d Book Rwirw 1nh.r . . . . .
*Trade Asrociarion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
StudeniLoanFund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reserve Fund:
Inrerest in Checking a/c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

82.94

......
82.94
-

$ 9,525.64 $2,933.77 $6,591.87

Bonds: Reserve Fund.. . .
.. . . . . . . . . . . . 2,033.12
Loans: Due from Sourhern CalilorniaChaprer
1W.M
Due from San Francisco Bay Region
Chapter.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25O.W
Due to Srudent Loan Fund.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$11,90876
NetLoss,1939 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Trade Association a / c i
e w York.

139.18

--

......

13918

-

$ 7,827.19 $3,368.31 $4,458.88

2,033.12
lW.W

2,03312
100.00

2,033.12
l00.W

250.W
......

l50.W
300.00

150.W
300 W

$8,974 99
1,93299-

$10,410.31

$7,042.00
......

-

-

$7,042 0 3

-

=

*Publications. "Technical Book Review Index,"
originating through grants by Carnegie corporation

Lcrr PI<-

Carh Bnl. poymmN

57,042.00

Making Friends with Other Proiessionai Workers, by
Msrian C. Manley.
Dramatizing Our Services through Exhibits, by Emma G.
Quiplev.
Seiling Service to the Business Man, by Margaret Hatch.
How to Win S ~ a c eand influence Editors. by Louise Gambill.
I n ~ d i n xthe Trade Journals, by Caroline I . Ferris.
How a Cha~LerMight Use Radio Effectively. by Rcbc:cca
B. Rankin.
Prestige of S~ecialLibrarians in Film and Fiction, by Helen
Gladys percey.

local chapter. Each Chapter Presidenr was requested
t o provide a sharr article on some subject included in
the present edition of the manual, Hoiu t o RYn a Loco1
Chapter. Later the topics presented were used as the
basis for discussion at a meering of Chapter Officers
ar the Convention as well as for a revision of a Chopnr
Mnnzal by a specidly appointed Incerchaprei Manuals
Commitree.
In anriciparion of this revised manual, several ChapThat these articles proved stimularing seems borne ters have undertaken the prrpararion of rheir own
our by a glance at the reports of rhe chapter acriiiries procedure manuals. Philadelphia reported rhe <omfor the past year. New York Chaprer achieved a na- pletion of the manual for secretaries and development
tional broadcasr and led six special librarians to a of one for the Chapter President, while this year the
well-deserved victory over six authors in the famous San Francisco Bay Region Chapter asked each officer
"True and False Program." Southern California in- to prepare a manual of
as a guide for future
vited a radio announcer to re11 them how ro get on the executives.
During rhe year local chapter publicarions have inair and has planned a series of talks on local libraries in
the form of interviews between a librarian and a cluded directories of membeishi~or libraries completed by Albany, Cleveland, Connecticut, Milbusiness man.
waukee, Montreal, Pircsburgh, Sourhern California
The Pitrrburgh and the San Francisco Bay Region
Chapters placed articles abour local libraries in trade and the San Francisco Bay Chapter. New York rejournals, while a few Chapters obtained publiciry in ported one ready for release in September. The Methlibrary professional magazines, and others reported
ods Committee of the Illinois Chapter has made availgood newspaper notices. Several Chaprer Presidents
able upon request a "Selected Subject Headings List
stressed the importance of developing a consis~enr for Special Librarians" and Sourhern Calihrnia has
public relarions program. A six-poinr plan worrhy of isrued a "Subjecr List of Resources of Special Libraries
study was published in the New York Chaptcr Newr for
in Sourhern California." Philadelphia Chapter is
November-December, 1939.
cooperating in rhe preparation of a unian list of the
Fraternizing with other professional workers was professional literature available in that area, while
encouraged through joint meetings held by the the Connecricur Chapter has undertaken a bibliogCleveland, Cincinnati, Connecticut, Milwaukee, New raphy of the industrial and financial history of the
Jersey, Philadelphia, Pittsbuigh and Baltimore Chap- rrate. Revisions or supplements to unian lists of serial
publications are under way in the Milwaukee, New
ters. The two California Chapters held such a joint
meeting following the annual convention of the Cali- York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco and Southern California Library Associntion. Several Chaprers invited
fornia Chapters.
outsiders to their meetings or held meetings in indusA valuable source of information for chapter histrial plants.
tories and publications has become available in the
The ' l o b Show" of the New York Chapter proved a membership campaign book issued by rhe national
particularly successful farm of methods exhibit. The Membership Committee. Ir is recommended that this
Baltimore Chapter served as co-sponsor for the pro- be kept up-to-date as a record of chapter activities.
gram of the Library Section at the National Denral
In some cares local bullerins presented difficulries.
Centenary Celebration held in Baltimore an March Only the larger chapters found i t feasible to finance
19rh. This was rhe first time a library section program such a publication through advertising. Several Chaphad been placed an the official schedule of the Amerireis felt they should cease expecting to have the
mimeographing donared as a courtesy by friendly
can Dental Association and Presidenr Mirchill was the
official speaker for S.L.A. The Washington Activities firms having special libraries in rheir organitarionr.
Group of the Baltimore Chapter cooperared with the Other Chapters believed tbar the financing af a bulleStatistical Section of rhe Eighth American Scienrific rin from regular budgetary sources is entirely justifiCongress in providing a suitable exhibir of U. S. able, since such a bulletin served as a vehicle far
Goicrnmenr srarisrical publicarions.
keeping up the inrerest of members.
Acring on a hint in rhe Chapter Town Cricr, several
Those Chapters foirunare enough to have received a
Chapreis have undertaken chapter liousekeeping. visit from President Mitchill this year have camPirrihurgh, New York and Southern California have mented e n r h u ~ i a a i c a l lupon
~
rhe value of her inappointed commirtees to go over chapter files and
spiration and sane advice. The Montreal Bulletin
publications and weed out non-essentials and to pro- read, "Alma Mirchill charms locd chamer." The
vide permanent homes where material may be can- Pacific Coast outposts are still talking abour the visit
sultrd in comforr.
of Miss Mitchill as the h i ~ hpoinr in the year.
The sccund issue of rhe Chaprrr Town Crirr considered
By action of the ~ x e c u ' i v h ~ o a r don June 3, 1940,
the various problems connected with the running of a a new Cliapter was authorized at T a o n t o . It has been

indicated to the Chapter Liaison O f i c e r that several Group in which he wishes active parriciparian, and
other chaprers may be organized in the coming year.
indicate any others in which his interest is only
JOSWHINB B. HOLLLNO~WOR-T~~
incidental.
Most important are the projects of the rarious
Ranonr On G n o m LIAISONO ~ ~ r c m
Groups which have bern completed this year or are on
Since individual Group reports have already ap- rhe way ro compleiion. Two outstanding group pubpeared in the bullerin, Abiiraiir of Commirirr, Chaptcr licarions are now in the hands of the National Publicaand Group Rqorir, which war disrribured ro all memtions Committee. One is Trade-Narncr prepared by the
bers who arrended rile Indianapolis Conrenrion, the ScienceTechnology Group; rile orher is the volumeon
present reporr will give only the highlights of group Banking and Finoncro! Suhjcci H w d i g r , compiled by a
interest to rhe Associa- commitree of the Financial Group headed by Maracriviries which are of
tion as a whole.
guerite Burnctt. These publications are of unusual
In rhe marrer of group organization, the p b l e m of merit and will find a ready sale among libraries. In
cantinuicy in group projects and other activiries, has cunnecrion with subject headings, the Science-Techreceived more than usual attention wiih several nology Group reports chat irs Chemistry Section has
Groups rhis year. A better division o i duties among been actively engaged an a lisr of subject headings for
Group Officers and a better procedure for i o t a r i m in chemical libraries and that publicarion of rhis list
othce has been studied especially by rhe Biological
may be possible within t h e next two years.
Sciences Group, the Social Science Group, and rhe
The Lixi of Sratr lndurrria! Direcroriri just issued by
Science-Technology Group.
rhe Commerce Group is up-to-date and carefully anOneof the chief functionsof rheGruups is to provide notated, and will be useful to any library for current
closer contacts for fhcir members, entailing volumi- ordering. For t h e benefit of the Financial Group, Mary
nous correspondence, publication o f group bullcrinr,
McLean has compiled an Annotated Supplement to
m d personal visirs. All the Gruups now issue rheii
the 1937 edition of Thr Bonk Librory. This year the
own Bulletins to rheii membership. In July, 1939, the Insurance Group has continued to issue its bullerin,
Chairman of rhe Newspaper Gmup visited many Iumram Bod Rcsirwr, so successfully rilat rhe Innewspaper libraries in the South and Wesr. This year
surance Group has been entirely self-supporting. The
one of the principal objectives of chat Group has been
Financirl Group also has money in the bank, partly
to increase its membership.
from sales of the 1937 edition of The Bank Library.
The qussrion of mulriple group membership is beSeveral of the Groups have just published or have in
coming each year a more perplexing one. At the round
preparation valuable manuals covering the organiratable o i Group Officers held on rhe first afternoon of tion ol libraries in rheir fields. The Public Business
thir conienrion, it was discussed ar some lengrh. Ac- Librarians are greatly pleased wirh the sales ol their
cording to our national constitution, Associate memMonuoi for Public Burincu Librarian,, which war
bers may choose three group affiliations; Active mem- edired so ably by Marian Mmley. The Nwrpoprr
bers five; m d Insiitutiond members may become
Library Man& ir to be published rhis year and is
zmliated wirh all Groups, if they choose. On April expected to become the standard guide to newspaper
6rrr of this year, the records a t Headquarters showed
library practice. The Insurance Group has bern rechar Commerce Group had a membership of 548; the vising the booklet, Tbc Crution nnd Dwhpamt of art
Univcrsiry and College Group, 602; and Social Science Znrurancr Libmry, originally published some years ago.
Group, 650mcmberr.Thelarter Group,wearetold, has
Through a special commirree, the Social Science
an acrual mailing list of 8WI
Group has been actively at work on the revision of its
Our of such a membership list we know rhat only in
Manual of P~difictfor Pudlic AJmjnimr?fiiii Ljbrorie~.
extremely small percentage is vitally interested in that This revised pamphler will be published in December
particular Group and willing to rake acrive part in its by the Public Adminimation Service, Chicago.
Special membership diiecrorirs have been compiled
projects. Upon raking office every new Group Chairman is conimmed wirll t h e appalling number from by several of the Groups. The Biological Sciences
which t o sorr our those who have any real interest in Group has starred an the compilation o f a lisr of specarrying a n the functions of rhe Group. The financial cial collections and hles in libraries o f the Group,
and mechanical waste, which is necessitated in dealing which will be ready in the next year. A committee of
wirh thir large proportion of uninreiested members, is the Socialscience Groupir to report at this convention
on a definirion of Social Sciences as a basis for coma serious problem.
At our round-table meeting of Group Officers, there- piling a list of social science
The Inrurance Group has been issuing irs own duplicate-exfore, it was voted rhat this matter be brought to the
change lists, which have been widely used.
arcention of the incoming National Board. I t was suggested that the Board either recommend a change in
I t is always a rnarcer of pride anlong the Groups,
the consritutional provisions as to group membership,
when arricles by group mcmbers and notices of group
or make a change in rile membership records a t Headactivities are given space in our magazine, S ~ a c i a ~
quarters, so rhat each S.L.A. member may specify onc L ~ o n ~ a r aOn
s . rhe other hand, the edituiial rraff oi the

magazine ia dependent on the G r o u p ro discover
among their membership those who are best qualified
to furnish interesting and informaiive arriclrs for
publicarion. The Museum Group takes special s;misfaction in the facr that re" articles have been secured
from members for publicarion during the year. The
Group was also requested to secure for publicatiun
annotated book lists, Iour of which have now been
in the
receiicd, and one of which has been
magazine.
T!;e Biological Sciences Group arranged for r x a
articles on biological science subjects for SPECIAL
Lmnanres, while the Newspaper Group provided for
r ~the
s address by
the publication in S ~ n i r L
a ~ n n ~ n of
Dr. Lurhei Harr made before a Philadelphia Chapter
meering last fall.
As Group Liaison Officer, I wish to record my bcliei
in the potential usefulness of such a coordinating
o6cer for rile Groups, and also in the value of the
iound~tableconferences of outgoing m d incoming
Group Officers held during the annual convention.
ALTAB. CLAPLIN
REPOXToa m

a M e ~ s a n s n r pCOMMITTBB

Liia

. . . . . . . . . .
Reinstatd.
. . . . . .

-

Total

. . . . . . . . . . . .

I"',.
17
1

-

18

Artile A8aoti"fe l'dd
89
178
284
7
26
31

-

96

-
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period since the organization of the Assuciation. If i t
were not for the resignarions and the membership$
that were dropped because of non-payment of dues

during this
the goal set by the Commirtee
would have been attained.
NEWM s ~ s m BY
s CRAPTEEB
M ~ 1.Y 1938. to Ap61.90, ID40
Chaglcis
Li/e Inat Acl;ae Aaaac. Total
Albatw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
8
. .
3
31
25
59
Baltimore
Baaton.. .
3
10
21
34

.

Cincinnati
Clcvslsnd . . . . . . . . .
1
Connecticut . . . . . . . . .
0
Illillois . . . . . . . . . . .
.
1
Miehigrn
Milwnukee.. . . . . . . . . .
4
Montreal.. .
New lorwy
.
1
NewYork
. .
1
10
.
2
Plliladclphia
.
.
3
Pittsburgh .
San Frnnoisra. .
2
Southern California. ..
Total .

The Committee, consisting of a repcesenrarive from
each Chaprer and Group and several members a t lacge,
ser as its goal 500 new Active members or the equivalent in Institutional or Associate members plw a member for each one resigned.
A five months' campaign, the inception dare of
which was November 15, 1939, =.as inaugurated and
each Chaprer assigned a quura which represented an
zppronimate 20 per cent increase in its membership.
During this campaign SLA publications were offered to those members who changed their membership status and to new Insrimrional and Active members. During the 6i.e months' campaign period, there
were recorded 318 new members, as follows:
New

For the twelve months' period from May 1, 1939,
to April 30, 1940, the number of new members added
was the largest ever recurded in any twelve month

-

318

Afrer a careful study of the membership records,
the Committee found that many members, who held
executive positions in their respective libraries or offices, were holding Associate memberships which
class of membership was designed for junior assistants.
Through personal contacts made by committee reprcsentatires, there were 89 members (including 17 "Local" members) who changed their membership status.
This figure is made up as follows:

.

3
12
1
34
8
Z

8
5

51
8
14
I0
?O

1

30

218

UnafKllatcd . . . . . . . .

3

8

Subaoriyti~ns (including 2 Foreign)

26
16
4
5
8
73
18
15
18
Sl

14
22
8
86
26
6
17
14
135
30
32
28
73

Dvea
18.00
250.W
137.W
31.W
80.00
34.W
312.W
92.W
18.00
110 00
56.W
651.00
113.W
145.00
86.00
232.00

318
4

574
15

2.37100
93.00

11
10
7

14
- 11.00
603

2,635.W

(Dues bared an 12

months)

Each year, rhe Chaprer showing the largest increase
in paid-up memberships is awarded the Gavel. This
year ir w ~ won
s
by the Balrimare Chaprer which
showed a 51.4 per cent increase in paid-up memberships. The following Chapters deserved honorable
menrion: Southern California Chaprer with an increase
of 50.8 per cent; rlte Illinois Chapter with an increase
of 36.4 per cent and the Pittsburgh Chapter with an increase of 32.2 per cent. With one exception, all Chapters showed an increase in their total membeiship and
a decrease in the number of unuaid membershius a t
the close of the year.
(See Table I on next page.)
One of the achievements of which the Committee
and the Assaciarion as a whole is proud is the formation of a
Chap
the
SLA
Chapter. Members in several other cities arc working
towards the organization of Chapters and we hope
char these will be formed during the next adminisrration.
Through the cooperation of all members of Special
tibiarim Association, there is available a list oi more

L f ~ ? n e m h ~ ~ h i ~ ( ~ r a a ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ d .f .f .f .m .A .h .t .~ .v ~. ~ .1
Inatitutionnl M c m b i s h i ~ aITranslorredfrom Active). . . . 14
dotive Memberships (Tmimferredfrom Aaaucinte) . . . . . . . . . . 57
than
assmints ~ ~ m k ( ~ ~~ h~ i ~~L O C~~~I ) . . .~. . . . f. . . . ~ 17 ~ chese
~

.-

Tatrl

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80

Addirional transfers were recorded following rhc close
of rhe campaign bur p i o r to the convenrion.

JULY-AUGUST,
1940

prospective members. When
and
i t is the recom~ other
d prospective
f
~
~ members,
~
mendation of the Committee that they be solicited
only for the class of membership originally designed
for them. Further effort should be made to encourage
more of our present membership to change to rile class

2 13

Grand Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S a o u Lrsnrwrs
~
Subscriptions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

April SO. 1940
haoe

Michigan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Milua&ee.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montreal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

Southern California

.................

1

Grand Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Baais of 12 mont11s.

1

-Life

Told
Afemben

Poaaibir

Duea R d d Enid-up

Duea

to Apr. 90 Mornbrra

they should bold. I i the member holds a junior poririm, he rhould carry an Associate membership unless
LIBRARIES,
and if he is in
he wants to receive SPEC~AL
chargeolalibrary or research department or is a senior
assistant, he should carry an Active membership.
Organirations maintaining libraries or rescarch dcpartmenti, publishers, bookbinders and others interested in the praiesrion, should support Special Libraries Assodation by carrying an Insriturional mombership.
During the period of the campaign 6,OW application
blanks and mare rhan 8,5Wleaflets describing the aims
and activities of the Associarion were distributed to
persons who should be interested in the special 1ibi;rry
profession and several thousand contacts were made by
personal risirs or by correspondence. It is felt rhar
with the spade work done during these last few
monrhs, that the efforts of the Commirree can bring
rerulw il culrivated further during the immediare
furure.
(See Table I1 on preceding page.)
Mmue~nsmsS ~ * n s n c s
April 30.1840
IWS

Tats1 ~ u m b e rof mombere.

2,141

Life... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I~stitutional
...........
Active . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

233
828

---

1840
2,350

I
200
944

Assmiate . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,080
1,145
$9,795 W
$11,DIO.W
PossiMe d u ~ ............
s
Paid-u~dues.. ...........
8,428.W.
8.830.W'
1.715
1,928
Paid-upmembers.........
'Baris of 12 months.

L m n ~A. Wooowmo

The Commirree has representation from all Groups
and Chaprers as well as the chairmen of related cornmitres. During the year a small working group or
steering subcommittee has held nine meetings, and
the results of this group's work, together with minutes of its meetings, have been sent to the whale Committee in order to obiain criticism or approval of rhe
progiam.
Early in the deliberarions of the subcommittee, it
war recognized rhar no single set of standards could be
applicable to all special libraries because of rhe diuersity in size, objectives, subject interests, kinds of organizations served and types of service rendered. Ir
was agreed rhat rile rype of service given by a special
library is the musr pracrical common denominaror and
largely derermines requirements lor prsonnel, collection, policiesandoperating methods. If an outline of all
the essentially different types oi service given ro the
clientele of special libraries could be formulated, it
would then be possible to discover far each rype 01
service the kindsofwork involved, themental and personal qualificarions, the kind of knowledge and experience required and eventudy to set up standards
for these. Every special library gives a number of dif-

ierent types of service, and tlmefore a work analysis
is planned for each rype of service in a number of spe-

cial librariesrathei than for any libraiyasa whole. The
results oi this analysis will indicaie the chaiacterisrics
2nd qualifications of librarians supplying each type of
service. When all types have been analyzed, a factual
basis will be available for rescing the adequacy ofpiesem library school training or building a cuiriculum
b e r m adapted to this branch of rhr profession. Such
an andysis will also provideour members with a yardstick acceprable to personnel departmenrs, because it
will berer upon an objecrive basis and rated according

ro difficulty.
The seventeen rypes of service given below were
eiwlved from actual requests made to the libraries of
die members of rhe Steering Commitrec. T l q have
been tested in the libraries ui members of the whole
Committee and revised several times. The Committee
now asks alllibrarikns to tesr this list against the service of their own libraries, to norify the committee of
addirional types of service and also to suggest adjustments in rhe difficulty raring.
Service rendered ro the clientele of a special library
originates in two ways: (1) rhat given in response to
requests, and (2) that given on the initiative of the librarian in private or government organizarionr. Disrincr rypes of service occur under borh conditions. The
following outline describes and rentatively grades, according ro difficulty, some of the well-recognized
rypes or ioims within rhe firsr group, char is, service
given in response to requests from library's clienrele.
A similar descriptive outline for the second group is in
preparation,
The degree of difficulty of many oi the following
rypes of service depends an the actual form of the individual request, rhe subject matter involved, er
cetera. They are tentatively rated here according to
their average difficulty in the opinion of committee
members, bur evenrually will be assigned two or more
ratings or else broken down inro smaller groups.
The basis lor determining the degree of difficulty is
the direct and immediare work involved in fulfilling
the request. The analysis and grading of all rhe
preparatory activities which make possible each of
rhese types oiservice represents the nexr step in setting
up stmdards.
I t should benored thar a clear distinction is intended
between the words "material" and "informarioo."
Supplying moterial: This implies the furnishing of
material irself in whatever form available in contradistinction to supplying information derived from
printed or ocher sources. This activity may range in
complexity among many 01 the rypes o i service from
No. (1) in the list to No. (9), where the material is
presented in altered form bur subsrmtially the same.
Supp(ying informorion: Implies the use of and acqnaintance with contents of publications, z definite
scaich for specific data or pertinenr facts or opinions
rhat will fill the need of the inquirer as completely as
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possible. Whatever is supplied is derived, in contrast to
the furnishing of material itself. It may be a simple
fact read or copied from a book to information given
directly from rhe knowledge of the librarian (No.
17).
Trm

OF

SPBCIAILIBRARY
SERYICB

1. Supplying specific publications.
(a) The inquirer or his assistant uses the library
on his own initiative wirhout suggestion or
aid except direction as ro location of given
references.
(b) Collecting references on request.
(c) Idenrifying and supplying a publication,
when reference is incomplete or partially
incorrect.
2. Suggesting to the inquirer in a general way the
methods of using material, catalog, general bibliographies and indices; or offering a few publications that might meet the need.
3. Giving a representative or miscellaneous group of
publications to the inquirer in response to a general or indefinite request. Such response to the inquirer may be the normal policy of the library;
or may be due to limitations of staff, ro incompleteness of rhe request (for example, when a
letter is received by mail and ir not definite), or to
limitations placed on the library (for example,
when organization policy is to give complete service only to certain groups, such as executives,
faculty or certain classes of members of associations).
4. Giiing the inquirer marerial that has k e n found
by examination to give the definite information
requested. (This presupposes a specific inquiry,
involving certain definite specikarions.)
5. Preparing or revising a bibliography; evaluating a
bibliography or specific publications; supplying
citarions; and similar bibliographical work:
(a) Extensive bibliography.
(b) Verifying and editing citations in a manuscript.
(c) Bibliography with descriprive annotations.
(d) Selective bibliography or one wirh crirical
or evaluative notes.
6. Suggesting to the inquirer means or agencies other
rhno or supplementing awn library, through
which he may obtain the information desired.
7. Supplying facr inhrmarion. Implies giving the desired data directly, withour the useof original material or abstracts by the inquirer implied. All use
of the material irrelf in made by the librarian.
(s) Verbally.
(b) In memorandum or letter.
(c) By filling in blanks in drafr of memorandum,
paper, er crtera.
8. Giving to the inquirer material that supplies
pertinent information and that has been organized
into groups representing different phases or rela-

tionships: wirh notes or labels for each group; or
with bookmarks and penciled para,qraphs, marginal notes, er cetera. (This type of service presupposes understanding on the part of rhe librarianofrheuse to which rheinfonnarion is to be
put and g,enerally involves the ~ o l u t i a nof some
problem; or methods of accamplisliing certain results under h a w n condirians, et cetcra.)
9. Preparing abstracts:
(a) Nan-selective, i e . , an a given subject.
(b) Selective, i e . , to supply solutions of a given
problem.
(c) Selecrive with an evaluation of the information.
10. Acting as library consultant by working out with
client a comprehensive program for a literamre
search or research project, by recommending the
bibliographies, indices, primary sources, unpublished doctoral disserrations, et cetera, most useful for the parricular projrcr, and suggesting the
associations, research organizations, government
officials, rt cetera, ro contxcc in field work.
11. Consulting by telephone, letter, or visit, other
libraries or organizations, associations or government offices known to have rerearcfl project under
way or to be authorities on the subject or type of
problem on which information is sought. Securing information, opinion, advice on search procedure, through cooperation wit11 piofrsrional
contacts and from specinlists in own organizarion.
12. Searching for proof or opinions io validate unsupported statrmenrs in manuscripts, or otherwise,
m d supplying appropriate citations.
13. Supplying available facts with rhe addition of
suggested limitations or applicarions to the probconlem and with qualifying facrors and ca~~tions
cerning rhe useor application d r h e facts supplied.
14. Interpiering facts and giving inquirer the rrsultr
ddedvccion from faccs and knowledge nvzilable.
15. Preparing a chart, tabulacinn or table from figures
or facts which the library has assembled, analyzed
and organized. This implies the use of material by
librarian, calls for a knowledge of the significance
and nature of the data so used and, at least, an
acquaintance with elementary statisrical methods,
technical procedures in charring, er cetera. (The
inquirer may incorporate this in a reporr or make
recommendations or decisions based upon ir, or
may use it for publication.)
16. Supplying substicute or parallel facis, methods,
theories, ct cerera, tliar make it possible for the
inquirer to salve his
This type of service
is given, when the information asked far does nor
exist, is not readily found, or when the inquirer is
in search of ideas, e.g., for a paper, or ro work out
solution of some operaring problem or research
projrcr. The full underscanding ofproblem on part
of librarian is essential. This calls for the use of
"scirnrific imagination" in varying degrees.

17. Supplying rhe ~mrrediateanswer from the knowledge of the librarim without recourse to published
sources. This later may or may not be verified by
the librarian, bur the library assumes responsibility for the authoritativeness of the information.
This may be a simple fear of memory of facts
learned by frequent reference, or may imply a more
complicated series of facts learned as a iesulr of in.
rensive rearch or research. Ir should imply a
background of organized knowledge suiiicient lor
the placement and evaluation of this informarion
within the subjecr field rsther than an accumulation of remembered facrs.

The Fair Labor Standards Act passed by Congress in
1938 specifically excludes proferdonal cmployeef from
its provisions. It was thoughr rhat an o6cial ruling,
placing special librarians in rhe exempt class on the
basis of their professional designation, would be d t
sirable and rhat responsibility for seeking such rulings
fell to the Professional Standards Committee. At the
Commirree's request, Mr. Doney W. Hydc, Jr., Director of the Archival Service in Washington, had an
interview with the Assistant Chief olrhe Hearings and
Exem~tionsSection of the Wage and Hour Administratiun. Later Mr. Hyde represented our Committee
ar the first hearin8 held on professional exemprions.
Although Mr. ~ y d e
no argument for&essional srarus when he was called, because borh the existing and the proposed deftnitions indicated that
special librarians were covered by it, nevertheless,
Mr. Hyde expressed the opinion that, "Government
officials and business men in attendance appeared ra
think thar Special Libraries Association war on the
job.''
LINDAM o n ~ s r

-

R a ~ o n ron C o m n r u r r o ~AND BY-LAWSCOMMITIBE

The Consiirution Committee presented to the Executive Baud on March 2, 1940, iecommendarions for
three changes in the Constirution and two changes in
the By-Lairs. The proposed changes in the Constitutian relate to (1) the cities of officers of the National
.Association, (2) the definition of clssseo of membcrship, and (3) the composition of the Advisory Council. The proposed changes in the By-Laws relate ro
(1) local members, and ( 2 ) dues in arrears. These proposed changes received the endorsement of the Erccutiye Board.
Following the above meeting oi rhe Executive
Board, further suggestions were brought to the artention of the Committee. After an analysis of rhe present
Consriturion and By-Laws, cogether with the pmposed changes and further suggestions, the Commiiiue
reached the conclusion rhar borh the Constitution and
By-Laws require redrafting.
The Constitution should enumerate and define the
objects, tlrepoweis and the policies of the Associarion.

The By-Laws should stare the methods to be used in
achieving the purposes of the Association as set forth
in the Constitution. Elements properly belonging in
the Constitution were h u o d t o exist in the present
By-Laws.
It is the recommendation af the present Committee
rhar rhr Consrirution Committee prepare a revision
of the Consrirution and By-Laws in accardance with
the above statement of approach. At the same time the
Commitice may consider suggesrions lor changes made
by members of the Associarion. Therefore, it is recommended by the Cammirtee that the three proposed
changes in the Constitution be held for later consideration. However, the rwo proposed changes in the
By-Laws may be considered at this time.

Ic is therecommendation of the Committee that Section 4 of By-Lsw VI be deleted from the By-Laws.
This section defines the sratvs of local members in
Cha~rers.Deletion of this section will remove from
the By-Laws an unnecessary section, since Article I1
oi the Constitution specifies the classes of membership
for the National Association.
In the event approval is voted for dclction of the
abovesection, it is recommended chatsection 5become
Section 4.
Finmrcs

It is the recommendation of the Committee that See
tion 5 of By-Law VII be amended by the substitution
of "six" for "twelve" before "months," to read as
follows:
section 5. Due8 in Arrears: The members hi^ of any per.

cease.

The purpose of this proposed change is to make possible the dosing ol the Association's fiscal year within
the calendar year. Section 2 of By-Law VII provides
that the ilscal year shall be the calendar year. This
change would ~implifybookkeeping and ivauld make
euier the casks of Headquarters, as well as the duties
of Chapter officers.
The 1940 budget, adopted by theExecurive Board on
March 1, 1940, included provisions for economies in
the operations of the Arrociation. These economies are
essential in order to partially offset the new item of
rent for Headquarters. The report a1 the Finance Comm i m e sets forth the urgent need for action in these
matters. In ardcr to meet the financial riruatiort confronting the Association, it is recommended thar rhe
,
and
By-Laws relating to F z v ~ ~ c e sPunnca~roxs,
M ~ a ~ m obe
s , amended as lollows:
PINANc~S

Section 8, By-Law VII, line 3: Delete the words. "active
and institutional."
Section8, By-Law VII, lines7 to 11: Delete thesentence.
"In addition, one-half of Associate rncrnbership due8 shall
be retained by the Association. and the other half simll be
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returned to the Chapter with which said members are
affiliated."
PUBLICATIOWS

Section 1. By-Law X.liner 3 and a: Delete t h e words, " a
~uaifedy
Associate Members' Bulletin''
4In~n~cs
Section I , By-Law VIII. line 2: Delete the wards. "and
bulletin."
section 2 , B y . k w ~ 1 1 1 line
,
5: Delete the words, " a n d
bulletin."

R r c m n ~G. HENSLBY

At rhe request of President Mitchill, William J.
Soika, Chairman of rhe Resolutions Committee,
presented the following Resolutions, which were
unanimously adopted:
T o those organizations and individuals, who have
contributed so much ro the success of the Thirtysecond Annual Convention of Special Libraries Association in Indianapolis, June 3-6,1940, the members
in attendance take pleasure in expressing rheir deep
appreciation.
In recognition of the efficienr and devoted service
rendere4 to Special Libraries Association by Miss
Alma C. Mitchill, Librarian of Public Service Corporarioa of New Jersey, a$ President ol rhis Assaciation for the last two years, be it
Rcro/urd, that Special Libraries Association, in
conference arnembled, extend to Alma C. Mitchill its
appreciation and congratulations on the completion of
t w o well-planned and administered years in the office
of President; Be ir furrher
Rcxolvrd, that the Secretary convey to the Officers of
the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey the enpression of gratirvde of the membeis of Special Libraries Association far the cooperation and the generosity
of rhe Company in both time and funds to Miss
Mitchill as President of rhis Associarion.
In recognition of the splendid work done by the
follom.iing retiring Officers, be ir further
Rcrolurd, that the Secretary convey our deep appreciation to:
Virginia Meredith for her untiring work as Editor
of Spmral Li6rorier during the parr year; and also to
Mary Jane Henderson and William F. Jacob, retiring
members of the Executive Board, for their unselfish
service; be i t further
Rcrolvd, that t h e Secretzry of Special Libraries
Association express our congrarulations to Irene M.
Srrieby, Convention Chairman, for rhe well-planned
and well-executed program;
Convey the sincere appreciation of Special Libraries
Association t o the Eli Lilly Company far the time
allowed Irene M . Srrieby for carrying out her work;
Tender our sincere thanks ro rhe various committees, groups and individuals, who have assisted rhe
convention chairman and especizlly the Indianapolis
Group for their vision and courage in carrying the
plans to completion.
To those organizations and individuals who have

contributed immeasurably romard rhe achievement a1
the goal symbolized by the convention rheme, "Uiilizarion of Resources," special comrnendarion ir made
ar follows:
Eugene C. Pulliam, Presidenr, Cenwzl Neivspaprs,
Inc., and Indianapolis Broadcasting Company for his
wit and graciousness as our toastmaster;
Douglas C. McMuitrie, The Ludlow Typograph
Company, Chicago, and Editor, American Imprints
Inrmrary, for his inspiratiooal 2nd illuminaring address;
Floyd I. McMuiray, Indiana Srate Suprrinrendent of
Public Insrrucrian, for his warm welcome to the convention city;
Dr. John A. Lapp, National Referee, Inrernational
Building Trades Union, Chicago;
K. B. Elliott, Vice-President and Direcror of Customer Relations, Srudebaker Corporation;
Dr. Irene A. Wrighr, Division ofCulrural Relations,
U. S. Department of State;
Dr. L. W. Wallace, Director, Engineering and Research, Gane Company, Chicago;
C. N. Watkins, Vice-President, Chicago Indusrrial
Editors Association;Jewel Tea Company, Batrington,
Illinois;
L. L. Dickerson, Librarian, Public Library, Indianapolis, Indiana;
Carl H. Milam, Secretary of American Library
Association and Errett W. McDiarmid, Jr., University
o f Illinois Library School, for rheir participation in the
discussion of relacionships between .4.L.A. 2nd S.L.S.;
The Library of Congress for rheir interest as erpressed in sending rheir delegate, Dr. J. B. Childs;
The Indiana World War Memorial Commission for
the opportunity of meeting in rheir auditorium;
T h e Indiana h t e Library and die Indiana Historical
Society Library for their "Open House";
The John Herron Art lnsrirute for rhe delightid
Social Tea;
The exhibitors for their part in bringing to the
atrention of the Special Librarians the newer tools and
ideas;
The I~dianapolisNewspapers, namely, the Stor,
N e w , and Timu, for their generous publiciry;
The Indianapolis radio stations, WIRE, WFBM,.
and WlBC for the rime allowed for broadcasrs;
The D. F. Keller and Company for absorbing the
cost of binding and mailing our Abstract of Reports;
The following firms and organizations for rheir
donations: Wm. H. Black Co., Indiana Division,
American News Company, Canary Cottage, and
Manly Jones of Houghton Mimin Publishing Company, Bobbs-Merrill Company, Employers' Murual
Liabiliry Insurance Company, Indiana Univeisiry
Medical Center, and Indianapolis Club oi Printing
Houre Craftsmen, and the Universal Oil Products;
The Indianapolis Convention Publicity Bureau for
aid in planning the convention and helping with the
regircrarion;

Ylnn - Harry C. Bauer, Technical
Librarian, Tennessee Valley Authority, Knorville,
Tennessee.
M l m n a ~B. Porran
Cn*nmrre N o ~ s T
s *r~on
RUTHVON R O B S C H L ~ B
K a m n ~OF NDMINATIND
CUMMITIBE
EDWINT. COMAN,
JR.
The Nominating Committee submits the following
L a c r ~L.~KBCK,Chairmnn
list of candidates as otkers of Special Libraries AssociNOTB.-The Directors whose terms hare not exation for the year 1940-41:
pired are Howard L. Stebbins, who retires in 1941,
and Ross C. Cibella, who rerires in 1942.
Pruidcni - Laura A. Woodward, Librarian, Central
As lasr retiring Presidenr, Alma C. Mitchill conResearch Library, Maryland Casualty Company,
Baltimore, Maryland.
tinues to be a membet of the Executive Board.
Firrr Vim-Plisirirnr - Irene M. Srrieby, Librarian, The
Upon motion duly made, seconded and passed, the
Lilly Research Laboratories, Eli Lilly and Com- Officers an nominated, were elected unanimously by
pang, Indianapolis, Indiana.
the Association.
President Woodward then intioduced to the CooSccond Vtir-Pmiidmi -Josephine B. Hollingswo~~h,
Department Librarian, Municipal Reference Li- venrion the newly elected Officers of the Association.
After again expressing ro rhe Indianapolis Group the
brary, Los Angeles, California.
Trwrurir -Josephine I. Greenwood, Librarian, Con- thanks of all in attendance, Preridenc Woodward declared the Thirty-Second Annual Convention at an
solidaced Edison Company of New York, Inc.,
New York, New Yoik.
end.
The Claypool Hotel for its cooperation as Convention Headquarters; and
All other individuals and organizations char have
contributed to the success of this Convention.
WILLIAM
J. Soxi(.+,Chairman

Dirccior for Thrcc

Group Sessions and Reports
Biological Sciences Groap
FIRST SESSION
T H E first meefig ,of the Biological Sciences
Group in conlunctmn wlth the Soctal Science
Group was a luncheon meering at Riley Hospital
on Wednesday, June 5th. This meeting was presided
aver by Estelle Bradman, College 01 Physicians and
Surgeons, Columbia University, New York, Chairman
of the Biological Sciences Group, who introduced Dr.
Willis D. Gaich, Dean, Indiana University School of
Medicine, Indianapolis. Dr. Garch gave the address
of welcome.
This was followed by a joint meeting of the Groups
held at the Public Health Auditorium of the Indiana
University Medical Cencer. This meeting was presided
over by Isabel L. Towner, Narional Healrh Library,
New York, Chaiiman of the SocialScieoce Group. She
introduced the following speakers whosesub~ectswere:
Children ima Dmocrucy,Emma C. Puschner, Child Wel-

fare Director, American Legion, Indianapolis.
Tnniii in Menial H ~ i e m Thomas
,
G. Hutcon, Executive Secretary, Indiana Society for Menral Hygiene
and Administrarive Assistant, Division of Medical
Care, Indiana State Deparrment of Public Welfare
CarnprLnriw Virw of Public K d r h in rhr Futarr, Dr.
Thurman B. Rice, Professor oi Bzcreiiology and
Public Health, Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis.

JULY-AUGUST,
1940

There speeches are printed under the Social Science
Group on pages 267-274.
Later the Group members enjoyed a very interesting
crip through the new Medical Cenrer and adjourned
ro the Nurses Home for an informal Tea.

SECOND SESSION
The sesoionanTharsday, June 6rh, war scarred with
a luncheon and was iollowed by rhe annual business
meeting of the Biological Sciences Group held in
Parlor H of rhe Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis. Fikeen
members were present.
REPOETOF GROUP*
This year the Biological Sciences Group concentrated its work and energy on its first project. hirer
rheConventianin Balrimore, a projecr committee was
formed which consisted of:
Grace Van Nostrand, New Yoik, C h a i w i *
M. P. Schoener, Chicago
L. Jones, Seattle
E. Horine, Baltimore
I. M. Hammond, Sr. Louis
E. Brodman, New York, ex officio
The first thing rhe committee did was to collect all
suggestions, which had been received for projects, and
send themour to members of the Group to be voted on.
*Abridged.

slides of his classihcation. (To be found in his arttcle
"Organization of the Small Hospital Library" in
Journalof& Alnarican Mtdiiil Association 113: 1683-88,
October 28,1939.)
This was followed by the second speaker of the afternoon, Dr. Beatrice Geiger, Home Economics Departmenr, Indiana Universiry, Bloomington, Indiana, v h a
spoke on:

The third speaker was Dr. \Villinm H. Crawford,
Dean, Indiana University School of Dentistry, Indianapolis, who calked on:

D e ~ r Ea o~u c ~ r r oAND
~ RBSBILRCH'
The real role of dentistry has not been $0 much
dental education as the care of disease. Dental disease,
however, is increasing steadily. The International
Asrocirtion of Dental Research showed in rurvcys,
R z c n ~ ?Anvanrc~sI N INB SCXENCE
O* NVTRIT~ON* thar students entering dental school in 1938 were
larger, healthier and superior to those of 1928, but
Thcficldofnutrition isever growing, ever changing.
their denral caries had increased ten per cent. The denFor this reason it is probably better for librarians ro
tal
has become alarmed at the increase.
know of more sources and problems of book selection.
In the field of nutrition literature, there is a need The more progressive and larger uniiersiries have
for more absrract services such as rhe advance service tried to introduce biological sciences into the curricof the Wistar Institute. Nuiririon Abrrmair and Rcvicws ulum, for prevention of disease is the aim of denis excellent, but i i is English and relarively expensive. tistry today. Current repararive procedures are excellent, bur under the present educarional system, there
Phyiiolo8ical Rcr&ws and the reviews of Journol of Nutrhion are most useful for summaries of the changes.
is a lack of research.
To encourage rereaich men Hariard is going to
Because the field moves so rapidly, books are less
helpful than journals. Many books are our of date be- train men an a five-year basis for both M.D. and
fore they come from the press. Journal articles in D.D.S. degrees. Perhaps some of these men specializretrospect and a voluminous bibliography given in ing in research in medicine will be atrracted to reMcCollum's Newer Knowlrdgr of Nutrition make this search in dentistry. Research workers are born, not
book a d u a b l e review for all research workers.
made, but through stimularion by professors and
The hardest job is to secure up-to-date material far schools, more may be discovered. There is, of course,
lay readers that is not geared to junior high school same research going on. The American Dental Assoage, but is srill simple mough for adults. Mrs. Mary ciarion has published a survey of all work on dental
S w a m Rose does this well. Her new edition of Fmdcaries. The field must be broadened. As more attention
i g the Family gives material that has meat in it. Shriis turned towards dental education and research, the
more imporrant will library faciliries become.
man does the same sort of thing. Bath are excellent
reachers. Some books that are definitely text books
The last speaker of the afternoon was C. R. Gutermuth, Educarional Director, Indiana State Departcan be used, but only wirh interpretation, when the
aurhor rides his own points, that are nor accepted in m a t of Conservation who gave a most interesting talk
upon Progrrsr in Conrcrootion Edwation.
all corners of the field.

Commerce Group
FIRST SESSION
The Commerce Group held its first session in the
Chateau Room of the Claypool Hotel in Iodianapolis
on Tuesday, June 4th. This was an open meering for
Indianapolis Business Executives in conjunction with
the Financial, Insurance and Public Business Librarians Groups. Luther L. Dickerson, Librarian, Public
Library, Indianapolis, was the presiding officer lor
this meeting. The discussion of this well-attended
meeting was led by Rose L. Vormelker, Business Research Department, Public Library, Cleveland. During
the discussion the followit~gaddresses were delivewd:
The Library and Libernfion, Dr. L. W . Wallace, Director, Engineering and Research, Crane Company,
Chicago.
The Businrrr Library ond irr Rclarion ra Managrmmr,
C . N. Warkins, Vice-President, Chicago Indusrrial
Editors Association; Jewel Tea Company, Barrir'gton, Ill.
*Abridged.

The SpcridLiLrarion: What she is; Whot dc ran do; Where
t o find hcr; How mscb t o pay hrr, Mary Louise Alexander, Director, Bibliographical Planning Committee
ofPhiladelphia.
These speeches are printed under the Public Business
Librarians Group on pages 243-250.

SECOND SESSION
The second session which was held joinrly wirh the
Financial, Inrurance, Public Business Librarians and
University and College Groups an Wednesday, June
5th at 1 P.M. in the Chateau Room of the Claypool
H o d , is reported with the Session of the Public Business Librarians on pages 251-260. The subjeci of chis
symposium mas Coopararimin Bwrinrrr Libwry Scrvirr.

T H I R D SESSION
The Commerce Group met for its third session at a
luncheon with the Public Business Librarians Group
'Abridged.

at Canary Cottage. Dorothy H. Hughes, Businerr De-

partmenr, Public Library, Peoria, Illinois, was rhe
presiding officer. This was followed by the general
group business meeting.
REPORTOF Z11B GROUP
During the last year two bulletins hare been sent
out t o members of the Commerce Group. The first
bollerin suggested the follorviing four prqecrs:
1. List of Scare Industrial Directories.
2. List uf Special Collections or Resources in Com-

merce Group Librarier -possibly
arrangemenr.

geographical in

3. List of Federal Acts or Commissionn by Popular
Names or Siioit Titles.
4. Bibliographies of Interest to the Business Men.

The members of the Group were asked to check the
projects in which rbey were most interested.
From rhe replies received ir was indicared that the
first choice of the members mas the List of State Industrial Directories. In accordance wirh thesc suggestions
letters hare been senr to all rhe Stares asking for complete information concerning State Industrial Directories. There replies have already been compiled and
published as Bulletin Number Three of this Group.
An imporrant part of rhe Second Bulletin was devorrd to a plea from the Merliods Committee for
material for the exhibit at ihe Convenrion and far the
Mrthods Manual.
The membership representative of this Group senr
over ZW letters urging members to change their membership from Associate to .4ciive or from Active to
lnstirutional.
E n e m E. Leven, Chairman

Financial Grozlp
FIRST SESSION
The Financial Group held its first meering on Tuesday, June 4rh, in ihe Chateau Room of the Claypool
Hotel. This was an open meeting for Indianapolis
Business Executives held in conjunction with rile
Commerce, Insurance and Public Business Librarians
Groups. Thia is reported wirh the sessions of the
Public Business Librarians Group on pages 243-250.

SECOND SESSION
The session on Wednesday, June 5th. was a joint
meeting with the Commerce, Insurance, Public Buriness Librarians and Universiry and College Groups.
This was a symposium on Coopiration m Burincri Li6rory Srrsiic in the following three secrions:
1. Prinriplu Underlying Burimii Rqbrmcr S w i m .
2. Methods in Using Sqplrmmiary Conram.
3. Reloring Buihrir Library Service t o rhc Comwzuniry.
These spceches are printed under the Public Business
Librarians Group on pages 251-260.

T H I R D SESSION
The Financial Group met for luncheon in the E q lish Room of the Claypool Hoiel on Thursday, June
6th. After luncheon Elizabeth Brown Beach, Acting
Chairman, presented Mr. Frederick Roe of Stein and
Roe, Investment Counselors, Chicago, who gave an
informative and excellent address on Thc Finoniid
Corr of W m to be in a later issue of Spacial Libroridr.
Following this address the Financial Group convened for ics annual business meeting.
Re~onrOF THE GROUP
In the absence of the Chairman, Mildred Turnbull,
Royal Bank of Canada, hfontreal, President Mirchill
in March, asked Elizaberh Brown Beach, Household
Finance Corporation, Chicago, to assume the responsibility of the Chairmanship.

A Bullerin with convention news and Financial
Library notes was sent t o all group members in May,
1940.
Publiiationr

Bnnking ond Finnnciol Subjrn Headings, which has
been compiled by a committee of which Marguerite
Burnett was Chairman, was approved for publicarion
by rhe Executive Board of Special Libraries Association
on June 3id. In the discussion preceding rhe action
there was much commendation of the fine work Miss
Burnett and her commirree had done.
Stcrrtary'~Report
The report of Anne Sialey, Secretary-Treasurer, of
May 11,1940;
Membership - 434.
Publications - 161 copies of the Bank Library.
Finance - $186.75 in rreasury from former sales of the
Bank Library.
Nominaritzg Commifrcc
Elsie Rackstraw, Chairman of the Nominating
Commiiree reported the following slate of officers for
t!le coming year:
Chairman - Elizabeth Brown Beach, Household
Finance Corporation, Chicago.
Vice-Chairman -Marion E. Wells, First National
BankofChicago.
Secretary-Treasurer -Ruth Miller, Central Hanoier
Bank and Trust Company, New York.
The motion was adopted char t h e nominating committee's selecrions be rlecred ro o f h e .
The following projecrs were outlined for die coming
year:
Bank Libmrj Supptcmcnr: Annorated
There war discussion regarding this annotated list,
which wan compiled by Mary McLean an a project
at C o l u m b i ~Universiry. Following the discussion, a
marion was made and carried that the supplement be

SPECIAL
LIBRARIES

mimeographed after slight changes and additions have
been made by Miss McLean; rhat the kind onrr oi
Dorochea Blender, Commerce Clearing House, I n c , ro
mimeograph i t be acceprrd; and that i t be sold ro
members a t 50 cents a copy, and to nun-members a t 75
cents a copy.
sowce L i m and Bibliography

Mary McLean cold the Group of three source lists
and a bibliography which have been worked out as
projects ar Columbia University by Financial Group
members and suggested rhat they be considered as
possible publicationi by the Group. They are:
"A Federal Legislative Collection for a Bank Library": a source list by Rurh Von Roerchlaub,
Legal Files, Federal Reserve Bank of New York;
"Foreign Exchange Sources": a bibliography by
Catherine Suydam, Chase National Bank;
"Manual of Sources of Inlormation on Obsoleir S e a cities'': a source list by Rurh Miller, Central
Hanorer Bank and Trust Company;
"Tobacco": a source list by Annchen Till, CIhare
National Bank.
A committee of Sue Wuchrer, Continenral Illinois
National Bank and Trust Company, Chicago, Chairman; Rurh Nichols, Federal Reserve Bank oi Chicago,
and Dorothea Blender, Commerce Clearing House,
Chicago, was appointed to evaluare and to report to
the Chairman on them.
D N C + ~ Y ILisi /or Urb in Arpiring and Discarding Unirrd
Stater Gourrnmmr Periodical Mimeogrophcd Srarrnunrr

When Miss Sutherland resigned the chairmanship
of a commitree to revise the list far acquiring and discarding Gorernmeni documenrs, she suggested that
each library in the Government bureaus be asked to

FIRST SESSION
The iirsr session of the Insurance Group was an
informal lumlieon oo Tuesday, June 4tb, t o which all
the speakers for the afternoon's joinr meeting, Group
Chairmen and Irene M. Srrieby, Convention Chairman, were invired. The Insurance Group members and
guests were welcomed by Margaret C. Lloyd, Chairman.
Tuesday afternoon the Insurance, Commerce, Financial and Public Business Librarians held an opcn
meeting for Indianapolis Business Execurives in t h e
Chateau Room of the Claypool Hotel at 2 P.M. Luiller
L. Dickerson, Librarian, Public Library, Indianapolis,
>>.as the presiding officer of this meeting. Dr. L. W.
Wallace, Director, Engineering and Research, Crane
Company, Chicago, made an ercellenr talk o n Thr
Library arid L<brraiion. A splendid address was given by
Mr. C. N. Watkins, Vice-president, Chicago Industrid
Editors Associarion; Jewel Tea Company, Bairingron,
ILLioais, on The Bucinerr Librnry and Itr Reisrim to

prepare for their departmenr a list comparable t o the
one that she had prepared for the "Federal Reserve
data released to the press and public by the Board 01
Governors of the Federal Reserve Syscem." I t was
hoped that we could make a beginning on the revision
by recording the output of rhe financial agencies in
Washington. Miss Rackstraw has underiahen to canvass the possibility of help from the financial libraries
in this work, and will make a progress reporr in the
near luture.
Real E ~ t o r .Clmr;jcation
Miss McLean, American Bankers Association, reporred that Dr. Ernest M. Fisher, Direcror of Research
in Mortgages and Real Estate Finance 01 rhe American
Bankers Associaiion, would aci as technical advisor
lor a Real Esrate Claasiiicarion Committee. Miss
McLean was appointed Chairman of suclr a committee,
and Tilloah Squire, Librarian of rhr Federal Housing
Adminimation, Washington, D. C., and Carrie
Maude Jones, National Associarion of Real Estate
Boards, Chicago, will serve with her. Ocher appointments to rhe committee are pending and will be aonounced later.
Conixmrr Crcdii Clarri,5cction

There had been considerable discussion by small
groups during the convenrian abouc a possible classification on Consumer Credit. When chis war brought up
a t the meeting there was unanimous and enthusiastic
response that such a project be undertaken ar once. I t
was the consensus o f opinion rhat Elizabeth Brown
Beach, of Household Finance Corporation, head such a
committee. Miss Lillian Scardcfield, Lehman Carporation, will assist her, and other members of the
committee will be appointed soon.
M*nrorr E. W a ~ r s St'rriory
,
pro-rcm

Monagcmmt. Mary Louise Alexander, Director, Bibliographical Planning Committee of Philadelphia, spoke
iospiringly on The Special Libmrian: Wbvr Shr ir; What
,ha ran do; Where rofind he?; How much t o p q her. There
speeches are printed under Public Business Librarians
Group on pages 243-250.

SECOND SESSION
On Wedneday, June 5th, a t 10 A . M . rhe Insurance
Group held their business meetiog at which many
items of business were presented for brief discussion.
The following subjects were discussed:
Znrurnno Group Bullrrin
The Group war of the unanimous opinion that the
Bulletin was worth while and should be continued.
Members were asked to contribute mare freely.
Dupliiatr Exchange Lirr
Inasmuch as rhc National Association has
a duplicate exchange list, and expecred rhe full cooperation oi all S.L.A. Croups, it was agreed that the

Insurance Group would discontinue the issuance of irs
duplicate exchange list, as soon as assured that rhe
Nacional duplicate list would be improved and made
more readable by snbjecr division. Unril this is done,
each member will continue ro send duplicate exchange
material to the Insurance Group Chairmnn.
Memdcrship Diririory

Mcmbers felt rhat the membership directory was
helpful and chat an annual complete revision with
periodic bullrtin revisions would be adequate.
A d d e r for "Thc Special Librorien"
Questionnaire blanks to accumulate information for
an article to be published in "The Special Librarian"
were circulated in order rhar librarians who had nor
submitted rhis information to the Chairman might fill
in the blanks.

glad that an Insurance Group member has attained
this honor.
Conreniionalitrcr Editor

Mariana Thurber, Employers Mutuals, edited Cmrrniionoliiiar during the conference.
Mr$.Gram Bcvon

The Group expressed regret over the resignation of
Mrs. Grace Beran, Phoenix Mutual, from the library
field.
Co~nnitttrcRcporir
(a) C~eniion and Development of o Sprria! Library
Commirtee. Abbie Glover, Boston Insurance Library
Association, in the absence of Mr. D. N.Handy, submitted this Committee report. Jennnrttr Smith was
appointed chairman of a committee to compile the

names of companies having insurance libraries. Emily
Coates was appoinred chairman of a committee to
A request was made by the Chairman far any ma- secure advertisements for this book. Mabel Swerig mas
terial concerning early Group history.
appointed chairman of the committee to compile a list
of annuals far listing in the booklet. The reports of
Publicitr
these chairmen are to be senr to D. N. Handy by SepA report w a s made regarding Group publicicy 2nd a
rembrr 1. October 31 ir the deadline date for the final
desire for increased publicity was expressed.
material to be sent to the Publicationi Commirtee.
Finonnr
(b) Membership Committee. Jeannette Smith,
The Chairman reported $41.02 in the Insurance
Membmhip Chairman, New England Mutual Life,
Group treasury.
reported 118 contacts were made. The results were:
Indexing Inrsmncr Pcriodicalr
5 Associate members, 4 Active members, 6 lnrtituThe Group expressed a desire for The Wilson Com- rional members, 1 Active changed to Institutional, Z
pany ra index additional magazines in the I n d ~ ~ i r i d Insrirutianal members reinstated.
Anr lndax. The following are in order of preference
(c) Methods Committee. Mariana Thurber, Emas stated by vote.
ployers Mutuals, reporred char rhe Insurance Group
a. Best's Insurance News
Methods Committee cooperated with the National
b. Casualty Insuror
Commirtee in conference exhibits.
c. Industrial Medicine
(d) Insurance Book Rcvirwr Committee. In the abd. National Fire Protection Quarterly
sence oi Mary Wells, the Chairman reported rhat rhe
Pmjecr,
committee on lnruronn Book Revirwr was given good
cooperarim throughout the year and the book reviews
(a) Louise Kcller, Librarian, Towers, Perrin,
Forster k Crosby, Inc., Philadelphia, was appointed
have been published regularly. This committee will
Chairman of the committee to develop the project of stand for another year. The Group expressed appreciation for the work which Mary Wells and her comlisting che materii a v d a b l e for the technically unmittee have done on these reviews.
trained Special Insurance Librarian.
(e) Classifications Commirtee. Emma Turner,
(b) Compilarion of Insurance Terms and their
Hardware Dealers Mutual Fire, in the absence of
Meanings. The suggestion was made that each librarian keep recurd of difficulr insurance terms &at
Geraldine Rammer Heck, pesenrcd che report of this
committee. A motion was made and approved chat the
come to her attention. These rerms with adequate
definition should be sent to the Chairman for publica- Chicago Library School and the Cainegie Foundation
be contacted with reference to the completion of the
tion in the Insurance Group Bulletin.
classificarion rank. The group gave r vote of thanks to
(c) Compilarion of Insurance Slogans. It was suggesrcd rhar the Insurance Grovp compile insurance
the present commirree for its encelleni work. Emma
slogans. It was scared rhat Printerr' 1-k contained a Turner was appointed Chairman of the Classifications
slogan secrion and a motion was made rhat rhis
Committee for the year 194+41.
( i ) Nominating Commirree. Emily Coates, The
publication be asked to give more attention to inTravelers Insurance Co., Chairman of the Nominating
surance slogans.
Committee reported:
Notional Prc~idantof rhc Amciation
Group Hirtory

Insurance Group members gave a rousing applause
for Laura Woodward who is the National Special
Libraries Arsaciation President for 1 9 W 1 . We were

Margsrer C. Uoyd,
Retail Credit Co.
Jeannette Smith,

Chairman

New England Mutual Life Ins. Co. Vice-chairman
Nora Shreve,
Secretary
Lincoln National Life Ins. Co.

a strong body. In order to give you an understanding

of its origin and development up to this point, it is
necessary thar I cell you somerhing of its ancestors.
The Hartford College of Law war founded in 1921,
These uificers were unanimously elected.
charmed in 1925, approved by the Council an Legal
(g) Report of Secrerary. This report was submitted
Education of the American Bar Association and the
in wriring to all members after the Baltimore conferConneciicut Bar Examining Committee in 1933. The
ence. It was leli unnecessary ro read.
period between 1921 and 1933 was devoted to building
(11) Report of Chairman. This report was publlshrd
up a good working library and faculty.
in Bulletin No. 4 and was not read in meeting.
The Hartford College of Insurance was founded and
was
followed
by
an
informal
luncheon
This meeting
chartered
in 1939 by the Trustees of the Hairford Colheld in the Florentine Room of the Claypool H o d .
lege of Law who were joined by a number of insurance
During the luncheon mcering the following library
esecutives as incoiporarors. To this strong Board of
problems were discussed briefly:
Trustccs were added sixteen other insurance execuiires
1. Special techniques used to vitalize libraries.
who act as an Advisory Board. Among them were
2. Collecting and retaining T. N. E. C. material.
Presidents and Vice-Presidents of some of the largest
3. Library book catalogues.
insurance companies in the United Scares. Also on chis
4. Subject headings for current war material.
Advisory Board were the distinguished authorities an
5. Available material on annuity and profit-shztring Insurance Law, William Reynolds Vance and Lyman
plans.
K. Babcock, Hoosier, born here in Indiana.
The meeting mas later opened far suggesrion on
By the terms of thecharter rheCollege is tax-exempt
and may not be operated for profit sincc rhe property
other special problems in insurance libraries.
and assets were dedicated in perpetuity to educational
T H I R D SESSION
purposes. The Board of Trustees is self-perpetuating,
The rhird session on Wednesday, June 5th, was a the members rliereof serving lor terms of three years.
joint meering wirh the Commerce, Financial, Public
Under the by-laws of the College an Advisory
Business Librarians and University and College Board was created. Members of this board, wirh orher
Groups. This was a symposium on Cooprr+tion in Buri- experts in all lines of insurance, law, and actuarial
mrr Library Servirr. Several speakers spoke on each of
science, were assigned to various committees in Fire,
the following subjects:
Life, and Casualty Insurance. These commirtees were
authorized to determine problems of conrcnt and ar1. Princiglcs Underlying Burinrrr Refrrcnce Service.
rangement of the curriculum, and to recommend the
2. Meihodr in Using Supplrmcnrory Contact,.
employment of teachers and lecturers. The Faculty so
3. Reloring Businrrr Li6rory Scrvicc to the Communit~.
Nora Shreve, Librarian, Lincoln National Life selected was composed of insurance wmpany experts
Insurance Company, Fort Wayne, Indiana, represented and professional teachers. Members of the Faculty of
the Insurance Group wit11 a three-minute talk an the The Hartford College of Law provided the law inthird subject, Relating Buinrrr Li6rory Struirc t o she struction.
The purpose of the College was to prepare eligible
Community. These speeches are printed under the
applicants
for the profession of insuiance, for the field
Public Business Librarians Group on pages 251-260.
or office, in both private or governmental employment.
FOURTH SESSION
With this end in view, the insrruction offered and the
On June 6th, 33 members of the Insurance Group work provided thesrudenr the samestandardsiequiied
and Indianapolis Insurance Enecurives held a very for professional study in graduate schools. So far as is
enjoyable luncheon in the Auditorium of the Ameri- practicable, the case method of initrucrion was used,
supplemented by text materials and lecrures from pracan United Life Insurance Company in Indianapolis.
Margaret C. Lloyd, Chairman of the Insurance Group, fessional teachers and insurance wmpany experts. The
emphasis throughout the courses of insrruction war an
presided a t this meeting. She first introduced Harry V.
Wade, Vice-president, American United Life Insurance the practical administrative aspects of the insurance
Company, Indianapolis, who gave a very interesting business.
talk entitled; What, W h m m d When. Next G. W.
The percineor principles of law, mathematics,
Lillard, Hartford College of Insurance, Hartford, finance, managemenr, marketing, accounting and
Connecticut spoke on:
statistics are presented, bur brought to life and made a
part of the reasoning and judgment, as well as imTHB DBVELOPMBNT
A N D AIM OP THB INSUR,WC~
planted in the memory of the studenr, through disC o ~ ~ e nlrD
o e I n Lmnanv *
The Hartford College of Insurance has just cele- cussions and illustrations from experiences of the
forty-four Hartford insurance companies that are
brated its first academic birthday and contrary to rhc
usual run of such matrers ir already has strong legs and engaged narion-wide in all lines of insurance. Such a
*Abridged.
goal was possible only in evening classes raught by

insurance company men whose services were not
available for day-rime insrrnrtion. The formal instrucriun was provided by lectures lrom visiting insurance executives, each an expert in some pariicular
field of insurance work. The topics chosen for such
special lectures were parallel wiih the regular work in
each course. Opportunities for questions and informal
discussions wirh the man on the job were thus assured
the student.
Reference has k e n msde to lectures by insurance
execurives which are provided to supplement the
formal instrucrion given by the teachers in the insurance school. We all know chat few busy executives
eve? take the time t o put in book or pamphler form
the valuable informarion imparted on such occasions.
In order that these great fountains of knowledge may
be assembled into a pool of insurance information, we
havr installed a system for recording, nor only the
matter discussed by the teachers and lecrureis, but alro
the questions of the students. Later this material is to
be condensed and edited into text-book form. This parr
of our program should be ofintrirsr ro librarians inasmuch as ir will be available eventually to you in book
form. It has been decided rhar this material will be the
property of the Insurance College and will not be
commercialized.
At prereni out Insurance Library is small. However,
through the kindness of librarians in Hartford, o w
faculry and students have access t o a great store of insurance knowledge. At this time may 1 express my
gratitude t o Miss Emily Coates of The Travelers
Insurance Co. and Miss Alice Watrr of the Aetna Life
Insurance Company and alro ra Mrs. Gladys Day of
the Hartford Bar Library Association and all other
librarians in Harriord and vicinity for the great help
which they have given us?
With your help, i t is our purpose t o assemble in our
library copies of all the insurance macerial which has
been printed, either in book a* pamphler form, and
thus make available to the riudents of insurance a
reservoir in wlrich may be found ereryrhing which perrains to the subjccr. We hope this library will become
the largerr and mosr complere one of its kind in the
world, a place where researchers may come, confident
rhar they will find what rhey seek. This wc know is an
ambitious undertaking and i t may take years t o
dewlop it.
The Harrfoid College of Insurance is unique, we
believe, because i t is the only school in t h e world devoting its efforts exclusively to insurance.
In the rapidly changing order of affairs, educational
inititurions musr adopr new methods and plans to
meet these changes. While the fundamenral lines of
insurance do not change, new lines are being added,
and the old lines are being expanded. It is our plan to
prepare young men and womm, not only with a
knowledge of the tried and proven methods, but also
with an appreciation of the new derelopmentr.

The third speaker a t this session was Elizabeth
O'Rourke, Lincoln National Life Insurance Company,
Fort Wayne, Indiana, whose topic w a s :
Tim V u n e ro rax MINAGBM~NI
AND EWPLOYEES
OF
THB LIBRARYI N T H B INSURANCB
OROANIZ.ATION
*
When I attempt ro cell such a group of executives
and librarians either how to run a library, or of iis
great value t o an organization, I feel as if I were
"bringing coals t o Newcastle." However, I shall artempt to give you some of my impressions of rile value
of a special libiary to an insurance company.
The imporrmce of printed material in an insurance
company is comparable to rhe tools and machinery of
a manufacturer. Due to the fact that material was
scarrered all over the building and consequently
was more or less inaccessible, in 1923 a r began t o
realize the need of a library in our Company. When an
individual oficer a i drparrmenr head wished a copy of
same publication, he ordered his own. The result was
that i t mas not unusual to have rhiec or four copies of
the same material in various ofices of the organization. We found this to be a rather expensive way to
handle material, and decided to establish a company
library for the purchase and distriburion o f printed
material. All purchases are msde through the library. They are first o.k.'d by rhe individual requesting the order, then by the librarian, and finally approved by the Office Administration department. A
monthly statement of all expendirures in the current
month is issued by rhe librarian, so that a t all times
we have an accurate idea of how much is being spent
fur the puichare of printed material All books are
catalogued in the libiary. This mzkes i t possible for
everyone in rhe organization to know just what material is available, and also prevents a duplication of
poichase. Alrhough inlrequently an executive may
feel the necesriry of keeping certain books in his individual office, such books are available, upon request, to anyone within the organization. A printed
catalogue is issued every four or hve years, and ihe addition of subsequent material is made known t o the
entire organization through the medium of our house
organ.
Along with om books, we probably receive fifty
differsnimngazines and bulletins weekly and monthly.
By means of route slips rhere are circulated throughout the building to officials and others who may be
interested in them. Added d u e is given these magazines by marking wirh a red pencil chose items of
specific imporrsnce, so rhar individuals who do not
havr rime ro read the magazinc rhurougbly will be
informed of imporranr events happening in the insurance world. For efficiency in rbe library wc have
learned chat i t is essential that magazines be indexed
by some system devised by the librarian.
In my opinion, a librarian musr 11ai.r certain definite
qualifications. First, she must have a flair for news

-
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must be inrerested in whar is going on in the world.
It is very important that she be aware of the interests
of the executives ot the company. Perhaps one is
intereried in Community Chest work, another in rhe
Red Cross, still another in some civic project. Items
relating to these subjects should be called to their attenrion. She musr keep in mind thar an actuary is
interested primarily in actuarial articles, an investment employee in investment news, so items concerning these different departments should be routed ro
them.
A librarian must hare a good memory. She must
hare the ability to find material, when it is requested.
I t is important that her outside contacts in the community be such that they will assist her in every possible way. She must have rhe judgment nor to purchase material which will nor be of permanent value.
Of course, it is not expected that she know everything
herself, but it is assumed she will know where ro go
for the information desired. Incidentally, we zrc fortunare chat our librarian is able to do an evcellenr
piece of work in pioof-reading. This means thar she
has knowledge of the various subjects handled, such
as agency work and attuarial work.
I t is impossible to estimate the economic impar-

tame of a library due to the fact that many of rhc
things accomplished are of intangible value. Frequently an executive will want something quite remote - perhaps he may recall one line of a poem he
wants to use in a speech, or some quotation which has
almost slipped his mind, the inclusion of which is
quite necessary to his talk. The library is supposed to
furnish the missing links.
A librarian must be pleasant at all times. She musr
impress the people with her desire to pleare them and
help them in every way. If the atmosphere of the
library is pleasant, it will be a place where employees
will like to come foi informarion. The library is the
place where questions regarding the complicarions ot
English or rhe spelling of wards are answered, thus
saving privare secretaries valuable rime. We have
many popular magazines as well as newspapers in
our library and our employees enjoy gathering there
during the lunch hour, and following the close of
business hours.
I do not think any one department in our organizarion is used more far all types of information rhan is
our library. We sincerely feel char rhe library is of
inesrimable value and is very necessary to the smooth
performance of our organization.

Museum Group
FIRST SESSION
The hrsr meeting of the Museum Group was held
jointly with rhe University and College Group on
Tuesday afteinoon, June 4th, at 2:33 P.M. at rhe Herron Art Insritute. Cynthia Griffin, Chairman of the
Museum Group and Marjorie C. Keenleyside, Librarian, Central Young Men's Christian Associrrion
College, Chicago, presided. Introductory remarks were
made by W. D. Pear, Director, Herron Arc Institute.
The Chairman introduced the iollowing speakers
whosesubjects were:
Pwiadiinl Indrxrr and How Tbw Arc Made, Sarah Sr.
John, Editor, Art Index, New York.
Six Hundred Fcct From Adam, Alfred E. Bailey, Central
Y.M.C.A. College, Chicago.
These speeches are included under the University
and College Group on pager 278-281.

SECOND SESSION
On Wednesday, June 5th, ar 10 A.M. the second seesion of the Museum Group convened in the English
Room of the Claypool Hotel with Cynrhia Griffin,
Chairman, presiding. The members were divided into
the three following sections for discussion:
1. Fine Arts and Architectural Libraries.
2. Historical and Genealogical Libraries.
3. Music Libraries.
The firsr group war addressed by Marion Rawls,
Burnham Library of Architecture, Art Institute, Chicago. She spoke on:

ANALYZLNO
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M A G A Z INOT
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BY
Anr INDBX
The problem of analyzing maga2ines seems to be a
common one in many libraries. Art libraries are particularly conscious of it. The work taken over by the
Art Index has been of immense help to all libraries in
rhis field and acknowledgment is here given
However, there still remains a large held of lirerature not covered by rhis excellent aid. Art magazines
published before January 1929 have not been analyzed
except by individual libraries. The Art Index does not
cover the entire field of art and architecture. The Art
Index cannot analyze as much in detail as some lihraries wish, because of the cost and the h i r e d demand.
It is rhe purpose of rhis discussion to discover haw
this indexing problem is being met in various libraries,
what techniques are fallowed, whar authorities are
used, snd how duplicarion of effort may be avoided.
I t is hoped that some cooperative sysrem of analyzing
can be suggested.
Thequestions which will be discussed appear below.
Since the author is in an archirecrural library, the
questions have a slam from that field.
1. Who does the analyzing? Is it possible to use student help or W.P.A. for preliminary work? How satisfactory has this been?
2. How are articles analyzed? By aublect? Artist or
architect? Place in English followed by name of building or museum in vernacular? Buildings by disrincrive
names followed by place?
AND

THB

3. Are author entries the exception or the rule, Are
entries made under every author or only outstanding
ones?
4. Is any attempt made to "rrace" the entries made
for each entry? How is this done?
5 . How fully are magazines analyzed? Each article,
or is a selection made?Who makes rhe selection? When
there is an article in an old magazine on an architect's
work which gives the illustrations of early buildings, would each illustrarion be enrered under place
followed by the name of the building, or would
this information be lost if the architect was not
known!
6 . When the title of the article is so vague ar to be
useless are explanatory notes added in brackets or as
notes?
7. Have subiecr heading lists been made? What
sources were used? Haw simple or complex? When
applicable are L.C. headings used? Are Art Index headings precise enough?
8. Have authority files for personal and place names
been made? If no aurhoriry has been established, are
cards held unril research can be done? What sources
are used in compiling authority files? (See Chicago Art
Institutelisrs.)
9. How areoriental, Russianm, magazines handled?
Is rransliterarion the rule?
10. How much are "see" and "see also" cards used
to indicate material which is always found in each
issue of a magazine? eg: Inteiiars see also montlily
issues of House Beautiful.
11. Haw are castles and o u n t r y houses lisred? It is
the procedure of some libraries to list building under
placr followed by rlw namr of chr building in the
vernacular. Is the name of the nearest small town used
with (near); or namr of country or province; or is the
name of the casrle used, followed by the vernacular for
the word castle?
12. How much are books being analyzed by individual places or sections of plates under subiecr? Arrist or
architect? Place? Name of building or museum (in
vernacular)?
If some of the above questions may be found to be
handled in a similar manner, it may be that the various art and archirecture libraries may be able to adapt
each other's work to their own procedure. Possibly a
carbon could be made in writing the first draft and
later sent to cooperaring libraries.
T h e e is such a need! There should be a sacisfactory
solution.
Marion Rawis' calk caused a lively discussion of
the problems suggested. Later it was decided that a
commirree be appointed ro cooperate with rile Art
Reference Round Table of American Library Assaciation asd the American Asmciation for Museums in rhe
matter of analyzing periodicalr. It was agreed that the
members send rhe Chairman t h e list o! rheic analyzed
periodicals. The Committee appointed to take caie of
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this matter consisted of Eleanor Mitchell, Sarah St.
John, Marion Rawls and Margaret Rarhbonc.
George E. Pettingill, Public Library, Reading,
Pennsylvania, led the following discuniion on the
topic, Porsibilitict of Forming n Section within the Muscum
Group for Hirroriinl and Genealogical Libroricr.
At a meeting of hisrorical and genealogical librarians held Wednesday morning, June 5, 1940, it w a s
voted to organize a division of rhe Museum Group of
Special Libraries A~sociarion,to be known as the Historical and Genealogical Section.
Thin accion was taken following a discussion of rhe
requests of various individuals who favored such an
organization. The various possible methods of organizarian also were discussed, in addirion to suggestions
concerning policy and program.
For the purposes of this group, the term Hirrorirnl
is used in irs broadest meaning, thus providing for the
inclusion of rare book collrccians, map collrcrions,
manuscript collecrions, bibliographic museums and
the like. Genralogrial is inrended to mean all libraries
dealing with this subject.
The purpose of the section is to discuss problems
and ro exchange ideas on methods of acquisition,
preservation, cataloging, classifying, and servicing
marerials in the delimired fields, in full cooperation
with any other group having similar inrerests.
George E. Pettingill, Public Library, Reading,
Pennsylvania, was elected chairman of rhe section for
194041, and he will appoinr a secrerary to assist him.
Ethel Louise Lyman, Librarian of the School of
Music, Indiana University, led a discussion on:
MUSICL m ~ n n P
r n o n ~ a AND
~ s T E B ~ ASOLUTION
Tomr*
The discussion was devoted to the following topics:
bibliographies, classification, Carnegie grant ro the Library of Congress, choral music collections, uses of
vertical hle, music indexes and rictrala record collections.
Grear need is felt far cooperation in the exchange
of bibliographies, since lisfs of all kinds are most helpful in building up a good collection.
From the group of representatives from twelve libraries present, it was found that all with the rxception of the Newberry Library, Chicago and the Indiana University School of Music which use LC., used
the Dewey Classification.
Recently a grant of $41,024 has been made by the
Carnegie Corporations to t h e Library of Congress for
a sound truck and several record making machines,
which are to be sent to ditTerenr parts of the country so
that folk-music and unurual works may be recorded.
The classification, cataloging and general caie of
chnial music was discussed. Detroit Public Library
has a collection of several thousand which ate filed flat
in boxes in folders. I ~ d i ~ n ~ ~Public
o l i s Library arranges this material by type o! voice. Indiana Unirer*Abridged.

siry School of Music uses a Curter number wirh the
tide's initial (thus insuring a simple alphaberid
arrangement on the shrlvrs) and added enrry cards in
the choral music catalogue for mixed, women's and
men's yoices and number of parts, as well as entries
under Chrisrma~,Easter and Thanksgiving. The alluve
three libraries and the San Francisco Public Library
have a reference collection of sample copies of one
copy of a work, which saves wear and tear of the regular collection.
Indiana State Library keeps choral muric arranged
in expanding manila folders in a steel file, while
Indianapolis Public Library keeps sheet music in
covers in a vertical file.
The proposed Wilson Music Index was the topic of
considerable discussion. It was moved to send a letter to The H. W. Wilson Company and to express the
hope that the pblicarion of rhis complete index cover
the last five yeara. There is a great need for this tool
among all muric libraries.
The Newberry Library, Chicago, reported that their
index to periodicals now includes 80 titles completed
wirh the aid of W.P.A. assistants. If the funds hold
our they hope ro do 175 and complete it within a year.
These will cave* the period, 1792-1936. The possibility of making rhir available and the form in which it
would be most useful were discussed. In abour a year,
a composite index will be ready which %,illrun about
30 volumes.
The problem of loaning and caring for victrola records was the last iopic. School of Music, Indiana University, uses its collecrion for assigned work. It is importanr that rhe records be so classified, that the time
of the librarian will be saved in taking out different
editions of the same work. This can be remedied, if
the material stands together and record cases are used
which permit great expansion.
Since this was rhe first time that a secrional meeting
of the Museum Group was devoted to rile needs of rhe
music librarian, the group received greetings from the
Secretary of the Music Library Association and from
the Cliairman of the M.L.A.
The Museum Group met for luncheon follorvin,p rile
morning meeting in rhe Empire Room of rhe Clay-pool
Hotel. Brief summaries of the talks presented m the
rhree sections were given. Latei Cynthia Griffin announced the formation of the new Historical and
Genealogical Section of the Museum Group.

proved by the National President and by the Editor.
I want to rake rhis opportunity to thank those who
have conrributed arricler. The following articles have
been published:
September - Exrrnrion Work of an Arr Mureurn Library, by Cynthia Griffin.
October - F i l m for H i m r y , by Iris Barry.
November - Thr Mmicr Ute Rerearch, by Robert R.
Bruce.
December - Index ro Chrirrion Am, by Helen Woodruff.
February - Murir Im'r Books, by Barbara Duncan.
March - Tbcanr Collcrrion, Harunrd Cohgr, by Lillian
A. Hall.
April - An Arr School Library, by Gladys R. Hankin;
Thc Clipping Filc in an Art Libwry, by Olive B. LeBoutillier.
May;Tune - Book, of 1939 -Mouing
Pirturrs, by
Helen Gladys Percey.
The membership of the Museum Group is most diversified and during rhe first year it has not been possible to have each type of library represented by this
plan. I hope rhar it may be continued for another year
to give the other types of libraries representarion.
I planned rhis to give our group publicity and to
answer rhe charge thar S ~ ~ c r nL~nnanrea
r.
had few
articles of interest to the museum librarian.
The Chairman was requesred by the editor of SPBc r n ~Lmnaam to secure annotated book lists from
our group. Four lists have been received and sent to
the editor for publication ar follows:
Fine A m and Awhirmurr, by Marian Comings.
Hiiiorical and Gcncalogicol Socirty Pxblicorians, by
Harold F. Nurzhorn.
hLsurolSrirnir, by Ruth A. Sparrow.
Morion Picrurei, by Helen Gladys Percey.

The last named has appeared and the others will
come out in subsequenr issues of the magazine.
The work of our committees have been as follows:

On Thursday, June 6th. at 1 P.M. the Mmeum
Group assembled for luncheon and a business meeting
i n Parlor T of rhe Claypool Hotel.

MmLrrhip comrnirrcc
Gladys R. Haskin as Chairman, assisted by Florence Ward Stiles, has mitten individual letters ro
many "on-members and to associate members urging
rhem to take our active membership. This commiitee has added many new names ro our membership.
In October, 1939, we had 273 members and in May,
1940, we had 322. The end of November the group
Chairman sent out seventy letters to librarians of institutions who were not members of S.L.A. This has
resulted in several institutions joining S.L.A., one as
far away as Honolulu.

R ~ r o n roa r m Gnom
As a result of one of our discussion meetings a t the
Baltimore Conienrion, the Chairman rook steps to
carry out a plan of having one article in each issue of
SPECIAL
LIDRABIES
during the year. The plan was ap-

Methods
Lee Ash, Jr., has circularized thegroup and reported
excellent response ro his requests far material to erhibit at Indianapolis and later to be incorporated in
the Methods survey.

T H I R D SESSION

Technical Advirrr
Eleanoi Mitchell (appointed in Pittsburgh in 1938
to serve 5 years) has continued to gather lantern
slide and photograph classilicarion schemes, with the
hope that eventually rhis material can be put in shape
for the use of such libraries as are starring new or
contemplate irclassification.
Nominn2ing c o m i m c
The commirree for our Group rhis year consists of
W. K. Walker, as Chairman, assisted by Margaret
Fife and Beaumonr Newhall.
During the past year the Chairman has been greatly
assisted by her Vice-chairman, Marian H. Greene.
Our secretary was unable to participate in the duries
of rhe office and resigned in March. The group has
been fortunate in securing Margaret Rathbone to rake
orer rhis office.
C u ~ m m*Gmr, Choinnon

R s p o ~ rOP THE TBCHNICAL
ADV~SBR
During the year 193!+40 the ofice of the Technical
Adviser has been a compararively simple one. One inquiry was received on research in progress in regard
to the technical derails of rhe preparation and housing
of photographs.
The main activity of the year has been the acquisition of mateiial for rhe Technical Information file. National Headquarters has turned orer the fileaf merhods
of caring for sales catalogues, collected by Nell G.
Sill, librarian of the Cleveland Museum of Art in
1933. We also have on file rhe Museum of Modern Art
Library classificarion, and a preliminary check-list of
art classificarions - library, photograph and slide,
and photography, compiled by Paul Vanderbilr,
Librarian of the Philadelphia Museum of Arr. Available for reference is the classification scheme of rhe
Smith College Arc Library, an expansion of the Dewey
Classificarion. A recent acquisition is the quesrionnaire and findings of the Survey of Art and Science
Museum Libraries made in 1931.
At rhe Baltimore Convention in May, 1939, ir was
decided that we should collecr the importanr photograph and slide claaaificationr, wirh rhe hope of
eventually finding some inatiturion, such as the Carnegie Corporation, to subsidize publicarion. The poipose would be ro make available in published form
the main schemes in current use and to show the
variations and possibilities of expansion and contraction, and to suggesr rhe schemes feasible for cerrain
types of phorograph collecrions. In orher words, a
manual of classificarion is suggested.
A number of institutions have been approached on
the subject. While rhe reactions received thus far
have been lavorable on rhe whole, it has not been
possible ro proceed wirh rhe projecr rhis year, due ro
the fact that theclassification schemes of several of the
institutions consulted are in a process of revision.
A summary a1 the reasons of the various libraries
concerned lollows:

Chicago Art Inrrirutr, Burnham and Ryerson Library
The Mirrer Abbot, Rawls and Fisher heartily approved.
Fogg Art Murrum
Miss Lucas beliered ir would be a rhanl\less job.
At present they were revising their scheme and she reported that rhey tended toward a simplificarion. She
questioned the publishing of derailed schedules for
she believed rhat photograpb collections, mure than
books, presented a differenr problem in each library.
Frick Art Refirenic Library
Miss Manning reported: "Our picture classification
is so specialized that ir has never seemed piacricnl for a
general a r t library. For char reason ir seems betrer not
to send our copies of ir. In fact we h a w only onc iypewritten copy which is up-to-date and that is in the
hands of our picture classifier. It would be a big piece
of work to make a copy which we would be willing
ro send our as a sample classificarion.
"If you can ger a Carnegie grant and a trained cataloger to do the work, I chink i i would be an excellent
idea for her to go about to art libraries to study various systems in use and to take n o w from each library
as to the good and bad features of irs classification.
"My only objection ro such a project is that more
often than nor most of the work devolves upon the
contributing libraries.
"But, if you can get a really efficient person to do
the work, ir would be of immense help ro be able ro
refer picture collections which are just starting ro
such a publication."
M~rrnpolir~~n
Murcvm of Arr
Miss Felron was interested in rhe idea bur did nor
know when rhey could cooperate because they had
such a small staff that routine work is handicapped.
Smith Collcgc, Dcparrmcnt of Arr
Miss Baum believed it to be a good idea. At rhat
rime their scheme was not publishable because the
Minor Arcs classification was being revised.
worcritcr Art Murrrrm

Miss Mundt was most heartily in favor. She believed it would be of value to the claasilier who was
working with an established collection, as well as to
one who was just beginning a collection.
Patricia 0. Dutcher, Chairman of rhe Arc Reference Round Table of the American Library Association was much interested in the project.
Photograph and slide clarrification schemes at
present on file are chose of the Cleveland Museum of
Art, Ryerson Library of the Chicago Art Institute,
Fogg Art Museum, Smith College Departmenr of Art,
snd the University of Pitrsburgh Department of Fine
Arts.
Further additions to the file in the form of classification schemes and other material of a ieclinical nature are anticipated and will be much appreciated.
ELBANOR
MITCHELL,
Cbirirman

Newspdper Groap
FIRST SESSION
ran to the fourth subhead, all in use in the same liThe Eighteenth Conference of the Newspaper Group brary.
In a great many cases it was found that libraries
opened mith a preliminary luncheon at 12.30 P.hr. on
Monday, June 3rd, in the Terrace Tea R,,o~ of the were using the same headings in a slightly different
William H. Block Company. ~n average of 25 mem- form, as for example:
hers of the Group mended the meetings as well as
E~~~~~~~war, 1 9 3 9 : ~~~~~~i~ A~~~~~~
the uaditional earlymorning breakfasts held each day.
E~~~~~~~war, 193+ : ~~~~~~i~ phases
On Tuesday, June 4 t h at 12.30 P.M., the Newspaper
E~~~~~~~war, 1939- : ~~~~~~i~~and ~i~~~~~
Group were the guests ar luncheon of The Indmnopoii~
In
a list of current practices, it seemed advisable not
N ~ at~ , ~ ~ l club,
~ r h~e y were
b igiven
~ a real
to
choose
"the best" headings and use only those, but
~~~~i~~
by C, Walter McCarty, Managing
to indude all variants and note the existence of vary~ d i ~ ~ ~ ,New,, T~~ Honorable Hilron ",
B
~ T~~~~~~~~
~
of
~ rhi ~ ~ ~~ d ,; N ~ ~~ ~ &~~ ing
~ , lforms.
~ ,This is provided for by the consecutive
of all headings and in the second column
very interesting address on .-,.he ~~~~~i~~of a N ~ , ~ numbering
~ titled
Alternate
Usages. Following any heading wirh
paper Library."
form, is a mmber in =he second column reThis war followed by the firs<gcneia~
,,ithe
a
k i n g to the other form. However, wherever the varysession q7.hicl, ,ras a symposium devoted to ..War and
ing
the N~~~~~~~~~ i b ~ pa"]
~ ~ p~ F. . .~ Chairm;,n
~
of
~
~ forms
~ of, the same heading fallow each orher in
~
o
m
e
c u f i order,
~e
as in the above care, a parenthesis
the Group, presided at
first
speaker
meering,~h~
will enclose them. In all other cases the numbering
was S,
~ i ~Librarian
~ i of ~
PM, ~Neiv, York,
sysicm is used. Example:
whose topic was:
3 European War, 1 9 3 F : Aims.. . . . . . . . . . 275
M*sraii Lnr oa E u n o ~ e mW*n SUBJBCT
H~aor~cs*
275 European War, 1939- : War Aims.. . . . . .
3
The Newspaper Group of the N. Y. Chapter o! rhe
These
numbers
are
not
to
be
confused
"See"
Special Libraries ~ ~ s o c i a r i osubmits
n
the
and "See a h ' ' cross references as they are generally
resulrs of a surrey of present
in
use of
subjrct headings for <he
and cataloguing undmstood and used in subject heading work. This
kind of cross references can only be added to chis list
of material
present European Tvar,
when a final list of recommended headings is adopted.
~h~ list is not
f,
recommended headings, but
Attention must be called to the fact that many lisimply a compilarion of
in
in
fifteen
and
and indexes
braries used the names of countries as direct subdivision
TO European War, 1939-. These were somerimer in a
t list %,illprove
in New York Ciry. ITis hoped t ~ l a the
separate alphabet, and sometimes included with the
useful
librarians in the determination of
other headings. Since a simple alphaberical list of
headings for rheir own particular use.
countries would serve no special purpose in this list,
~h~ lisr is only a
one. N,, crass references
of any kind have bcen included. This will bedone, and
rhe list revised and expanded, s~louldthe response to
the present list indicate its usefulness.
A few facts concerning the list may be
inrerest.
nere
are a
of 280
headings.~h~ lairest
number of headings in
library is :103.
by any
of entire lisr, only 35 headings
used by more
nuntber
than a single library. Each of the
was
by a
library in each case, hi^ indicates that rhe choice of headings was made to fit the
and immediate need,
references
pracrices elsewhere. The headings most widely used
were:
European War, 1 9 3 9 : Atrocities
European War, 1939- : Communications
European War, 1939- : Maps
European War, 1939- : Propaganda
European War, 1939- : Refugees
The tendency is clearly toward rather short headings of One Or rwa subdivisions. Only three headings
Abridged.

have
omitted.
If is also to be understood that some libraries file
material under subject headings in the regular file and
under =he heading European War, 1939. This is
principally because such headings were already in use
before the war began. These headings have not been
included, because the list is a compilation of headings
Such

used as subdivisions to
War, 1939-.
Suggestions for the improvement 01this list will be
appreciated. They should be addressed to the auth0r.t
Next Maurice Symonds, Librarian01 The Daily Ncw,,
New York,ralkedon:

\V*n Prmunes *
The war in Europe, which began September 3, 1939,
with Germany's invasion of Poland, has now developed to vast proportions. With the European situation changing practically by the hour, rhe demand for
pictures from the scenes of ~ c t i v i t yis increasing every
day.

t Due t o lack of soace. this list could not be printed in
full. The list is available at Headquarters in New York.
*Abridged.

Picture services are busier than ever keeping up n i i h
the blitzkriegs on the orher side. Each vessel arriving
&om Europe and every clipper ship speeding across die
ocean lanes brings in packager of pictures, and the
services which receive them, act wirb speed to serve
their waiting nrmpaper clients.
Radio and cable also play an important parr in reproducing scenes of Eufopran events "right off the
griddle." The desire for war pictures has more than
doubled the normal expenditures of hundreds of newspapers, for the reading public must be served.
With the publishing of rhousands of war pictures,
newspaper librarians are faced with new problems in
devising a sysrcm for handling tbem. The picturer
must be properly caralogued and filed under a set of
specific headings ro serve ar a permanenirecord of what
has transpired. Also, these photos must be available
for future use - which leads me to my topic: "The
Filing of War Pictures."
As far back as the Polish invasion, we were able to
surmise rhat the war would be of long duration.
Therefore, we immediately srartrd a special W*n I N
Eunope file, into which all the new picrures perraining ra the conflict were placed. However, ir war soon
discovered rhar a considerable number of old pictures
taken out o f our regular hle were being inserted wirh
the new ones. If this >>-ereto continue, we realized that
eventually we would have a double file of pictures, so
the idea of a separate war file was quickly abandoned.
We then decided to place all rhe war photos in the
regular hle, and to keep each country's activities separate. In doing this, we made some deviation from rhe
standard headings already in use. This arrangement
provided for pictures of the past, present and future,
and up ro this time the system has proven satisfactory.
Since the war began nine munths ago, wc have received more than 11,000 pictures. This made an average of 1,2W a month, or about 3W a n e e h . Yet we
have found no difficulty in classifying and filing this
enormous number of photos, because our systemoiwar
headings took care of any type of picture. These headings applied ro any country, alrhough, of course,
allo\~ancrsmust be made lor some variations in each,
because of national policies and geographical differences.
But rheaboverequires some clarification. For rxample, although w e have an elaborate arrangemcnr of
war headings filed under each country, we do nor make
a uniform practice of foliox,ing this scheme. Fur instance, all our picrures of Sxms are filed under t h e
name of the vesscl. In the case of submariner, which
are usually numbered, rhese are filed in thc numerical
order under Srmw.n~.rrs.But if the submarine has a
name, it is placed under t h e name.
Pictures concerning our capital cities, such as London, Paris, Berlin and Rome, are hlrd under the name
of rhe ciry, rather than under the country. The reason
lor this is char there is a suficienr number of pictures
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under each of these ciries to warranr a scpararinn from
thecountry.
It is impurtani to mention rhat die \V.<n IN E v n o ~ ~
heading, which is filed under each cwmrry, wfficienrly
rakes care of pictures, which do nor fall into definite
categories. Our action pictures of AIR, LANDand SE.A
engagemems are conveniently filed under these
headings. When any of rhrse sections, or any orher
sections on ihe list of war im.dings, become roo
bulky, the classifications ate broken down, and subdivisions are added ro the file from time to time.
However, all of the aforegoing will be of no avail,
unless the person assigned by the librarian for the
marking of rhe pictures be thoroughly familiar wirh
European developments. The marker musi remember
photographs of similar incidents that may have appeared from timero time. Such a safeguard isnecessaiy,
in order rhar the continuity be nor broken.
In conclusion it nccd only be added rhar, if a reference library will follow a procedure such as has been
outlined above, the Picture Editor will always be
assured of a full number of pictures on whatever war
topic he may request. In other words, i t will be the
means of achieving the objective ol every librarian
and his staff . . . the giving ofrl15cient reriice.i
Tbis was followed by an inspiring talk by Frances E.
Curtiss, Research Libmiian, The George B. Catlin
Memorial Library, Thr Dcrroir Naw on:
BOOKSON T H E SECOND
WORLDWAR
In the brief rime allotted me, it is quire impossible
ro do more than touch upon the outstanding books
on the Second World War, which arc useful in a newspaper library. It is not entrrrainmenr which we are
seeking, bur facrs, backgrounds, both political and
economic, maps, siatistics, gorernment set-ups, nnd
biographical material. The war is at roo close range
to know which books will be of permanent value, and
one musr be psychic to discriminace between fact
and propaganda.
Whrrc should one begin? Let ur begin with bnckgrounds.
B a f r q ~ir,
l Ceniroi Buropt, by an eye witness, George
Eric Rowe Gedye, a journalist, contains most valuable
material on Hirler's successful diplonraiic maneuvers
which led to the annexation of Ausiria and Czechoslovakia.
The University of Oklahoma Press published
Through the Diplomoric Looking Glou, by Oliver Earl
Benson, in which is tabulated the immediare origins of
the war in Europe, and a most complete summary of
pre-war Europe, especially from rbe Munich Pact to
the invasion uf Poland.
Robert Siuarr Kain compiled for Wilson's Rcfeirncc
Book Shelf Series, a summary for each European
country, wirh
from important speeches

+

DUC to lack of = ~ a c e this
,
list could not be printed in
f d l . A list oi war headings preoared [or Englvnd c o m ~ i l e d
by the author is available at Headquarters in New York.
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and documents, under rhe ride: Europo Vmorllcr

wma"

to

With frank pen, an experienced but warm-heaired
Britisll liberal, Geoffrey Theodore Garratt, analyses
Europe's sickness, and the developmeni and decline
of democracy, in Whar Ha Hnpprncd t o Europ.
Arnold Wolfers, in Brlrain a d France Beru,eo,~Two
War,, discusses the conflicting straicgies of peace
since Versailles.
In 1938, Aurel Kolnai, an Austrian liberal Catlmlic,
wrote a revealing book, WarAgainsirhr Wert, in which
National Socialism, the ouwtaading form of Fascism,
is outlined by five facts, and five inferences, which
briefly stared is lust lor unbridled m d irrational power,
definitely anti-western and anti-humanitarian, a prophetic book of today's events.
A one-time financial editor of the Frmkfurrrr Gmerol
Angeigrr, Peter Drucker, now a refugee, in The E d oj
Econornii Man, claims that Nazism was supported by
the masses, because there was no alternative but despair. Both Capidism and Socialism have failed and
a new social order must be founded upon tbe fundam e n d values of freedom and equality.
The United Starer in World Affsirr, 1939, by Whirncy
H. Shepardson and William 0. Scroggs, is a compacr
review of the part theunited States has played in
international affairs in 1939. Leon B. Bloch and
Charles Angoff wrote a similar review with incernational scope in The World O w in 1939.
For a study of military geography, Major R. Ernest
Dupuy in World i s A m , a modern pictographic volume, summarizes accurately the military and nmal
strength and weakness. Sketch maps mark rhe boundaries and principal divisions, with military strengrh
in all branches.
Text and comment a n the proposal for a federal
union for the democracies of the world, is the conrent
of Union Now, by Clarence Kirschmai Streit.
Far boolks on some of rile countries ar war, the following are suggested: James Truslow Adams, in The
Empircon rhr SevcnSca,, rraces thegrowth of the British
Empire fur 125 years, wirh a glowing interpretarion
of Brirain up ro the Second World War.
That reliable Britisber, Basil Henry Liddell-Hart,
in 1938 brought our a fourth edition of Europe in Arms,
followed in 1939 by Thr Dtjefcnsc of Britain, considered
one of the best books on modern England.
In The Foiliirc 01 i/ MMrrrion, Sir Neville Henderson,
the ambassadur of appeasement, tells the story of disillusionment and unintenrional stupidity, and the
encourngemenrgiven Hitler and his cohorts in the Munich Agreement. He criiicises the Czech fatal heritar i m to appreciate facts, but says nothing of the failure
of the Britirli government to notiiy ihe Czechs that
help was not coming. Ir also reveals the blow to
idealism, which came with the occupation of Praguc,
and Britain's disastrous failure to understand the
siruation.

the Hondbook ofth War, edited
Houghton
by John deWilde and others, which contains important
statistical information, twenty pictorial charts, maps,
and information regarding the Balkans, which is enlightening in understanding that portion of Europe.
The Britirh War Bluc Book, prepared by the Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs at the command of His
Majesty and presenred to Parliament, carries the documents concerning the German-Polish relations and
rlrosr preceding the outbreak of hosriiities between
Great Brirain and Germany, Sepcembcr 3, 1939.
The French Go~ernmentauthorized rhe publication
in English of Thr Frcnth Ycllow Book: diplomatic documents, 1938-1939, arranged chrunologically, including 370 documenrs, letters, telegrams, e t cetera, but
with no record of the Franco-British negotiations wirh
Smiet-Russia, and wirh only a brief rtaremenr of the
French Italian relations. The Dantig and Polish crisis
is given quite fully, and Hitler's will and decision is
revealed that the great war was inevitable.
Two oourstanding books were written by Hermano
Rauichning, former
of the Danzig Senate:
Thr Rwelution of Nihilirm is a most searching analysis
of National Socialism and Hiderism, from the srandpoint of a former member of the party, who was driven
from Germany, because he apposed some of Hitler'r
orders. Thr Voi'oirr of Dotruttion, published in England
as Hit20 J'prak~, records texts of conversations he had
wirh Hitler, Goebbels and Hess in 1932, 1933and 1934.
Prrhaps not entirely verbatim, but it is a revelation of
Hider's character and aims, which current hisrory has
verified.
Rdi@ in $he Rrirh, by Michael Power, depicts the
persecution of religion, Protestant, Catholic and Jewish, as piamulgated by National Socialism, a record of
the battle between Nazi paganism and Christianity.
James T. Shotwell's Whar Gemany Forgot is a brief
summary of Germany, asserting chat the first World
War w a s the primary causeof Germany's troubles, and
not the Treaty of Versailles, for, before the Trcaty,
there was a WAR for which Germany is still held ro
be largely responsible.
Shotwell has also written a timely book called
Turkry ar the Snaits, giving a clear understanding of the
importance of the Dardanelles and its historic backgrounds.
Siegc, pictured from photographs oi Julien Bryan
and dramatically described by Maurice Hindus, is an
eyr-witness story of rhe fall ol Warsaw, and the subsequent suffering of the Poles.
The most cumprehensivr and recent history of Finlandis by J. Hampdrn Jackson, and the FinnishSoviet
relations are covered by Thr Devclopmcnt o} FirznirhSovid Rebiioni, published by the Miniscry for Foreign
Affairs of Finland.
Armaments are listed for the Navies m d Air Forces
in Jane's Fighting Shipr, 1U8, and All rhr Wo'arid'r A i r
waft.
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records clean and untrammeled by the ravages of rime.
Every feasible rype of pieservarive has been tried Japanese tissue, viscose sheets, crepeline, cellulose
acerate sheets, chiffon, silk, lacquers, varnishes and
shellacs - all of them satisfactory to a certain degree.
Bur no one actually assured that a printed pagc would
appear fifty or a hundred years hence in the same condirioa in which it had rolled off the presser.
This situation has become particularly acute since
the general usage of pulp paper in the late 1870's.
Prior to rhat time, as long as the bound volumes were
kept in a moderately dry place and not kicked around,
the old hles held up surprisingly well. As a matter of
fact, mosr of the archivists, who h a w kept vigilance
over papers going back for a t least chree quarrers of a
century, will readily admit that the old rag stock is in
much better condition than papers published thirty,
forty, or ex-en fifty years later. Pulp paper becomes
b r i d e and yellow and, with a little aging breaks off
and flutters ro the floor no matter how delicately it is
handled. Bur under reasonable care a roll of film is
subject ro "neither snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom
of night," and it will complete its appointed rounds
any rime that ir is called into service.
The filming of newspapers came about in a narural
way but through an unusual impetus. Mast scienrific
resrarch and a large number of creative ideas are the
resuli of the promorional schemcs of an enterprising
disrributor, bur newspaper micra-photography can
always point back to the librarians themselves for the
inception of the thought char brought the motion.
picture film into a useful place in the "margur."
In numerous canrersations, the great progressive
ncnspapw librarian, the late Joseph F. Kwapil, of
The Phiiailriphra Pzb'ubiic Ledger, and myself figured our
that if bank checks, public documents and wried
records could be photographed, the large and well
prinred pages of a newspaper =-odd submit to the filming process and would solve the problem of preservation of newspaper records, il a suitable projector could
be invented. With rhat idea we acted. A communication was sent to the Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, placing the problem before them.
There was nothingdi6cult abourblming the papers.
The difficult objective was rhat of finding a way in
which the paper could be read after it had been filmed.
It could not be done on the stereoscopic basis nor by
rhe lantern-slide method. It had to be plain, ordinary
reproduction of the morion picture type, stationary,
so that it could be read. TheEastmanengineers went to
work and in 1933 rhe hrrt insrrummr which portrayed a generous likeness of a newspaper page was
developed
Unlorrunarely Kwapil died late in 1933, still hopeful
that a tough problem for newspaper librarians was
about to be solved. The Eastman men kept a t work. I t
rook a year or more before a sarisfaccory machine was
forthcanzing. Then the Hmdd Tribune arranged to

have each edition and each lift of its daily paper
filmed. The H~raidTribmrlibrary now has a complete
record of all of its recordings of modern history preserved on film where it is safe from t h e ravages of
light and air and fire.
Naturally, the present projector is nor perfect.
Neither was the first automobile nor the first airplane.
Improvement comes wirh time and experience. The
hist projector consisted of a simple lens which magnified the image un a screen below a quarter of a page a t
a time. The projector of the World of Tomorrow will
be just as different lrom this initial creation as an early
Model T Ford is from its present and luiure screamlined descendant. The various micro-filming companies are working now to improve upon a machine
which reproduces the entire page and allows for the
magnification of any desired story to ten or fifteen
times its original size. Meanwhile, a large number of
newspapers are going ahead with the "Model T"
prajecrors and many public librnries have installed
them permanently to replace bound volumes.
With the problem of presrrvarion solved by microfilming, those libraries which were in a t the start have
found that the second great question, rhar of space,
has been solved at the snme rime. Look a t these figures: The average bound rolume of the New York
Heroid Tribunc for fifteen days requires a lodging space
of 1,944 cubic inches. The same quantity of paper,
when filmed and boxed in a small container, requires
21.66 cubic inches. A little simple arithmetic will
show thar in the space required to srqnester one
bound volume of the ncrual prinred pages for fifteen
days three and three-fourihs years of film may be
lodged!
If thcse figures sremoprimisric, look at the situation
which cristrd at the Herald Tribune. The amounr of
space required to house the bound i.olumes of char
paper from the beginning of the Trsbirnc in 1841 to the
present date was 181,571 cubic frer,
in the
main library and largely in a special vault. Those same
papers are adequately rakcn care of in him form in a
previously unused corner of the library and occupy 28
cubic frer.
Micro-photography, as it has been dcreloped in the
short span of seven years, is a simple art. Special
cameras were built to photograph the collated pages,
arranged in numerical order. This was not di(hcu1t.
But much plaoning had to be done before u suitable
system of photo~raphiog bound volumes could he
worked our, which would not necessitate the breaking
apart of the volume. These problems hare all been
salved. Just as science continues to grow, w e know
rhat the prerenr procedures will be improved romorrow.
Thus the World of Tomorrow awaits the library of
today. Science, through micro-hlming, has shown rhar
can be made rery pracrical and thar rhr
library of tomorrow can present "ycsrerday" ioday or

